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University of Missouri- 5t. Louts

Issue 458

Financial aid levels
may be threatened
Mary Murphy-Overman
reporter

Current levels of federal financial assistance may be .
threatened by a proposal pending
at the federal administration
le\'el. With more than one-third
of the UMSL student body receiving financial aid, this proposal ,
aimed at altering financial responsibilities, may have a dramatic effect on students and
their families.
•
The proposal, the Hfgher
Education Reauthorization Act,
is scheduled to be released this
fall. But changes cannot become
effective until current regulations expire in 1985.
According to Mark Nugent,
director of the Office of Student
Financial Aid for UMSL, " It has
always been stated that the
family has primary responsibility (for financing higher
education). But what has changed
is that the student is now expected to borrow or work first. " The
reauthorization proposal will
require that even more respon-

sibility be put on the students and
parents, Nugent said.
Federal dollars make up approximately two-thirds of financial aid under the current financial assistance structure and
a decrease "would hurt a lot,"
according to Nuge·nt. "More and
more parents are using up their
available credit with student
loans. People are leaving college
with 50 percent more debts than
three or four years ago,"
Nugent said.
Asked how a federal cutback
would <\ffect enrollment, Nugent
responded, "For many students,
if they can't get the money for tuition and fees , they just can't
come. " He added that even miscellaneous expenses of healt~
insurance,
trans portation
clothes and lunches are becom7
ing a burden.
Another target of the reauthorization proposal is to have
the state bear more responsibility in financing higher education. Nugent believes that
since the university is already
supported by tax dollars, an increase in state assistance is
unlikely.

l

Nugent maintains that financial aid affects many lives by its
"vast constituency." Even those
not receiving aid are benefitted,
he . said. Classes offered, teachers employed and overall
quality of education are all related to the level of financial aid ,
he said.
Although the current level of
support will likely be maintained
for two more years, lobbyists
have begun efforts to promote a
continuance of the current financial aid structure and programs,
and students will need to begin'
planning now for their continued
education. Financial aid application deadlines are not until next
. spring, but Nugent was quick to
offer the following suggestions to
help facilitate the application
process:
-parents can cooperate by
filling out tax forms early - preferably in January.
-All application forms should
be completed carefully.
-Save copies of tax forms .
-As is widely publicized, early, and on-time applicants have a
better chance of eligibility for
aid than late applicants.

Sharon Kubatzky

SPLISH-SPLASH: Jay Phillips (above) hits his target and
dunks Valerie Langford (below) at the Pi' Kappa dunking booth.
The booth was a main attraction at Expo '83,

Organizational reps may stay in assembly
Kevin Curtin
editor

UMSL stude nts will get another chance to decide whether
or not they want organizational
representatives voting in the
Student Assembly.
The Student Assembly, in it~
regular monthly meeting held
Sept. 11 in the J .C. Penney Building, passed a motion to place an
amendment to the student constitution on its general election
ballot for the upcoming fall
elections.
The referendum has been altered from its original form. It
first called for the elimination of
organizational representatives
entirely. Now, the organizational
representatives might stay in the
assembly as non-voting members, and get a special standing

committee of their own to assess
, the impact of student government on student organizations.
The original referendum was
ruled invalid by the Student
Court in August' because it did
not contain the signatures of
assembly members necessary to
place the referendum on the
ballot. In last spring's general
election, the student body had
overwhelmingly abolished organizational representatives by a
557 to 234 margin.
The motion placing the new
referendum on this fall 's ballot
was passed by a 15 to six margiri
in the assembly. There were two
abstentions. The assembly was
careful to secure the required
signatures of those representatives who had voted affirmatively.
Greg Barnes, thp. new student

advocate for the Student Association, confirmed that 18 signatures had been secured by Monday morning. There must be a
total of 24 signatures before the
ballot is drawn up. Barnes said
that he is working to get the
remaining six signatures from
those assembly members who
were absent from this meeting,
but were willing to vote for placing the referendum before the
student body.
According to the new fall referendum, organizational representatives will stay in the assembly as non-voting members.
They will have their own standing committee and the chairman
. of this committee will get a seat
on the Executive Committee of
the association, which draws up
regular meeting agendas. Also,
organizational representatives

will be allowed to Sit and vote on
any other assembly committees.
They may also run as popular
representativs
in
regular
elections.
'There Was some debate as to
why the organizational representatives were being allowed back
on the floor, if the referendum
passes. Barbara Willis , presIdent of the assocjation, urged
"that they are allowed to speak,
so that they have a chance to
sway regular voting members ."
Willis said that she didn't think
they should vote, but that they
had the right to be heard.
If the referendum passes, it
will take effect Oct. 31. Organizational representatives must
still apply through the Stuqent
Association Office. The size of
the Organizational Representatives Committee will be deter-

Sanders leaves UMSL, Washington-bound
Barb DePalma
reporter

" UMSL is a great place and the
decision to leave was not an easy
one. However, after nine years it
is nice to look for something
new," said Neill F. Sanders, assistant director of admissions.
Sanders is leaving UMSL Frida¥
to go to Washington State University in Pullman, Wash., where he
will be in charge of recruiting
freshmen.
Sanders has been a part of
UMSL since before UMSL was
built. He started school in 1962 at
the Normandy Residence Center
which later became UMSL. Sanders was' a member of UMSL's
first graduating class. He then
attended the University of Mis-

'It has been a good
challeng~ and is a,n

excitingjob. Day by
day Ilearned
something new.
Whoever gets this
position wililove it. '
- Neill F. Sanders
souri-Columbia where he received his master's and doctorate degrees in history . From 1971

to 1973, Sanders taught history at
Harris Stowe State College and
was acting dean of admissions
there for nine months.
Sanders returned to UMSL in
1974 to become part of the PMSL .
Admissions Office. For eight
years his responsibilities centered around the recruitment of
freshmen and transfer students.
He became assistant director of
admissions in 1982 after Mimi
LaMarca's appointment to director following the death of H.E.
Mueller. He is also an adjunct
professor of history and teaches
at least one course per year.
" It has been a good challenge
and is an exciting job," Sanders
said. "Day by day I learned something new. I asked a lot of questions to get answers. Whoever

gets this position will love it."
Sanders said that the university he will be gOing to is completely different from UMSL. He
said that it is a traditional'dormitory school with 16,000 students and that everything in the
town of Pullman is centered around
the university. However, Sanders said that he has a lot of experience in commut~r campuses
and that this university will give
him the opportunity to use different techniques that UMSL has
never tried .
One of the problems Sanders
said he will face immediately is
cost. "How do I convince students and their parents that they
See "Sanders," page 3

mined by the number of organizations that apply.
The assembly hired Perry
Drake, a mathematics major, to
serve as the election commissioner in the upcoming election. The assembly has not finished hiring poll workers for the
election, slated for Sept. 26 and
Sept. 27 .
Two student assistants have
been hired by the association .
They are Jan Baer and Randall
Loeschner. Baer and Loeschner
will help the administration in its
record-keeping and perform research-oriented tasks.
See "Reps," page 2
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. and 20 years later

UMSL kicks off2Oth wit~ big birthday bash
Nancy O'Malley
reporter

Twenty years ago, the 128-acre
former Bellerive Country Club
was dedicated to UM by the Normandy School District for the
construction of a new university.
In honor of t hls event, a birthday celebration was he ld in the
quadrangle Monday, complete
with cake, musi c, balloons, juggle rs and even a singing chicken.
In spite of the rain in the morning, many students were on hand
to eat birthday cake and take part
in the festivities of Expo '83 . On
hand to celebrate UMSL's firs t 20
years were Chancellor Arnold B.
Grobman; Steve Leonard, Alumni
Association president; and Barbara Willis, St udent Association
president.

Grobman, chancellor of UMSL
for eight of the school's 20 years,
was pleased with this first 20th
anniversary event. "This is a student event and it has been very
good thus far," Grobman said.
Grobman added that "This is
time for great celebration, except
we (at UMSL) pay 37 percent of
our education cost, while the
average students at other univ~r
sities pay only 25 percent of their
education cost." The solution, of
course, is better government support, according to Grobman. If
UMSL does not receive more
funding, conditions on campus
are expected to remain the same.
Additional funding would result
in better and more programs for
the students.
Leonard, another speaker at
the birthday celebration, said he

is happy and proud to be one of
the 22 ,000 UMSL alumni. Leonard graduated summa cum laude
in 1976 with a bachelor of busines
administration. He then went to
law school at Washington University and is now a partner in
the Clayton law firm of Haller,
Leonard & Tripp. Leonard is a
prime example of one of the 15,000 to 18,000 UMSL alumni who
remain in the St. Louis metropolitan area. Ot hers have become accountants, t eachers,
physicians, stockbrokers, legislators, chemists, restaurant
owners, bankers, even a city
mayor - all which add to the
growth and improvement of St.
Louis.
When UMSL opened its doors
20 years ago, in walked 673
freshmen and sophomores. To-

day when the door opened in
walked 11 ,747 undergraduate
and gr-aduate students enrolled
in 38 undergraduate, 19 masters '
and four doctoral programs as
compared to a basic arts and
science curriculum offered 20
years ago.
Events in honor of UMSL's
20th ?nniversary are scheduled
throughout the 1983-84 school
year. Some upcoming events are
Evelyn Mitchell, a pianist, on
Sept. 16, at 8 p.m. in the J .C. Penney Auditorium; the Veterans'
Club tug of war tournament Sept.
21 , 11 a.m . to 1 p.m. in front ofthe
Thomas Jefferson Library; and a
chancellor's reception for facul ty and staff Sept. 23 . Other events
throughout the year range from
an UMSL night at Powell Hall to
an alumni volleyball game to an

UMSL night at the ballpark.
Twenty years ago there were
people celebrating just as we are
today, but they were celebrating
a birth of a university rath er than
a 20-year anniversary. As Missouri Gov. John M. Dalton said 20
years ago, " On this new campus
we are making the r~ ality of a
great state universi ty system, a
system that will provide good
edu cation not merely to thousand s but to hundreds of thousands of young Missourians in
decades to come." In addition to
Dalton, UM President Elmer
Elli s, UM Board of Curators
Pres iden t James A. Finch, Jr.,
and Normandy School District
Board of Edu cation President
Edward Monaco presided ove,the ded ication ceremonies on
Sept. 15, 1963.

Expo makes good showing
The combination of Expo '83
and the cake cutting ceremony of
the UMSL 20 th annivers ary celebration helped students start
their third week of school on a
festive note.
" I think it went very well ," said
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman.
"I was very impressed. I think it
will benefit many students. It
was a good idea for them to have
the 20th anniversary celebration
at the same time . Many students
have given thought to how old the
university is, but this made them
stop and think."
Dan Wallace, assistant dean of
student affairs, said that he
thought everything went off well.
"The birthday celebration was a
good attention-getter. It kept
people arou nd, It was also a good
focus for the day."

Wallace said he thought the
idea of moving the date for Expo
back a couple weeks was good . " It
gave people time to prepare.
When it was held on the first few
days of school people had to buy
books or change classes. This
year students had more t ime to
stick around,'" he said.

"I w as very
impressed. It w ill
benefit many
students. "
- Arnold B. Grobman

Reps-----from page 1
In other business, the assembly elected Sandy Ritchie as its
new Grievance Committee chairperson. Ritchie re places Regina
Mayfiel d, who resigned her post
to transfer to Southe'rn Ill inois
University-Edwardsvil le.
Joe Lamb became the new
treasurer of the association by
acclamation. He succeeds Bob
Wittman, who resigned because
of outside work responsibilities .
Lamb will keep track of the association budget, which is over
$28,000 this year.
Student Association President
Willis , in her report to the assembly, said that Associated
Students of the University of
Missouri will speak to the assembly at its October meeting.
She also announced that a new
group, the Presidents' Council,
may form to improve t he communication between the four
UM campuses.
Communicat ions' Chairperson
Joe Kupferer Jr. said that his
committee would like to hold
regul ar " town hall" m eetings
open to all students after the
. "Wedn esday Noon Live" shows .
.He also said that they were looking into the possi bility of assembly members wearing buttons to
signify their membership to their
constituencies. Thi s is part of a
concentrated effort by the communications committee, Willis,
and Barnes to improve communication on campus.
University Center Advisory
Board Chairman Larry Wines
said that his group has been
meeting to reorganize the $1.3
million budget of the center to
provide more equity for students. Presently, the budget is
made up from income from food

service and t he Univers ity Bookstor e, student activit ie s fee s, and
room rentals in the bu ilding.
Wines said the user fees are
probably going to go up, but that
he was working to insure that the
amount taken from student activities fees would not be
increased.
N. Alan Wilson reported that a
new coordinator of student activities, the post vacated by Curt
Watts in June, had not been filled.
He said that there are 20 candidates, and a new coordinator
could be expected by January.
The next meeting of the Student Association will be held Oct.
16, in the J.C. Penney Building.
The meeting is open to the public.

.Students came out from behind
the booths this year to hand out
literature and other items,
Wallace said. " UMSL people
realized this year that they have
to get out and almost accost people passing by," he said.
Marolyn Smith, aj unior majoring in administration of justice,
said that she was especially interested in the Peer Counseling
and Career Planning and Placement Office booths. "The Peer
Counseling teaches t hings like
test anxiety," she said. "I think if
I do go then I can benefit fro m it.
I'rri serio usly t hinking about
going to Pe'er Counseling."
Nina Lycke, a senior m ajoring
in education, said she participated in Expo on Tuesday. " It
was neat. There were not too
many people around and everybody kept handing me things like
bookmarks and movie schedules."
Wallace said that the biggest of
the two days was Monday with the
cake cutting ceremony and speakers.
"The money we had was not
enough for two days, so we had to
blow it all on one day," he said.
"The traffic was a little slower on
Tuesday, but students still got to
see a lot of students and make
some good contacts.'

University Program Board presents
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11 a.m. to 1 p·.m.
University Center Patio or
University Center Lounge

Kubatzky

MEET ME AT UMS L: Stu dents visit the booths at Expo '83 a
two-day info rmati onal fair.
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University budget
process outlined
Erik Schaffer
news editor

!.t .

The University of Missouri
budget process - it's complicated and lengthy. In fact,
according to Robert Proffer,
UMSL budget manager, it never
ends.
" At anyone time, " said Proffer, "we may be dealing with
three different budget years."
In January of every year,
UMSL, along with the other three
UM campuses, receives appropriation request guidelines from
the Central Adminitration in
Columbia, Mo., and the process
begins. This January, UMSL will
receive request guidlines for
1985-86.
According to Chancellor Arnold
B. Grobman, the guidelines are
determined by the UM president

with advice from the University
Cabinet.
After each campus receives its
guidelines, there is interaction
between the various campuses
and Central Administration regarding such matters as salary
and wage increase, staff benefit
increases, and "e.n.e. expenses,"
(expenses and equipment) which
is everything that is not salary or
-staff benefits, according to
Proffer.
"Then in March, we try to project our non-state income," said
Proffer. He said that this is based
on the fall and winter enrollment
figures of that year.
" We would try to see what the
latest trend was in enrollment
and then project enrollments
ahead for the next year," said
Proffer.
He also said that they would be

Information About Utilization & Allocation Plans for 1983-84 General Operating Funds
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taking into consideration the fee
increases that were approved for
next year. This coming March,
for example, Proffer said that
UMSL would be revising projec-

Sanders
from page 1
should pay $5,400 to leave Seattle
and go to school in a small town?"
Sanders said. "How do I convince
someone to pay money to go to a
residential school instead of a
junior college?"
Sanders said that life in Pullman, Wash., will be different but
that the town is " hardly a cultural
wasteland." He added that if he
was required to write a job description of everything he does
now, it would describe the job he
has taken at Washington State
exactly.
"What I wanted, they had and I
had what they wanted," he said.
" UMSL did for me what the campus is supposed to do. It gave me
the opportunity to get my baccalaureate. Without UMSL I would
have · either been an elementary
school teacher or joined the
army. "
Sanders said that he sees a

sense of comaraderie among
UMSL students and that the students identify with other students. " The students don't realize that the traditions they
establish will be here 100 years
from now," he said. " Our students can say 'We can make a
mark on this place.' Students
should not be part of a tradition,
they should build a tradition."
Sanders said that there are,
three differences between students in 1974 and now: (1 ) there
are fewer 18-year-olds now, (2)
more and more high school students are becoming career-oriented instead of wanting to go to
college, and (3) there are anum:;!
ber of students leaving high
school that are not sure of what
they want to do.
" Students were not quite as
explorative of their world then as
they are today," Sanders said. "A
lot of high school students want

to make their contri bution to corporate America. There is nothing
wrong with that. That is a very
mature attitude. "
After reflecting on his many
years at UMSL, Sanders said he
has seen this campus mak_e the
strides it was intended to make
by becoming a major public institution in the St. Louis area. He
said he hopes UMSL will continue making contributions to St.
Louis because it is a viable alternative for people.
"We are beginning to live up to
all the promises we made," Sanders said. " At least we're on
track. A lot of other universities
can't say that. However, no one
can live up to all their promises.
It has been a great nine years. I
have seen this institution grow in
the tradition it was supposed to.
We know what the community
needs and we will serve those
needs."
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tions for 1984-85, as well as projecting ahead to 1985-86.
. Proffer said that expenditures are also taken into consideration. " Certain things are
going to go up," said Proffer. " We
know that utilities and going up.
There's just not much we can do;
we have to pay them.
" Looking at these factors , we
would start having our meetings
with our deans and directors to
determine what their needs are ,"
said Proffer.
Proffer also said that the UM
president and his staff will come
to UMSL to hold public hearings
on the planned budget. After
these hearings, the requests go to
the state legislature, and, according to Proffer, the requests
must be in by Oct. 1. The appropriation requests
made this coming January for
1985- 86 must be submitted to the
state by October 1984. The requests for 1984-85 must be in by
this October,
" Fundamentally speaking,"
said Chancellor Grobman, we
never ask as much as we think the
university needs. It would be

4.157.11'11
1.0.17.20X
4,9'10,X6X

-'x .xm
75.0()()

5

527,911

5 10,185.167

astronomical. And we never ask
for what th'e state can afford,
because that's so much below
what we need . We usually end as
a compromise between what
we'd like to get and what we think
the state can afford to pay."
Beyond the univ~rsity , there
are three other agencies that
submit recommendations of appropriations to the state. These
include the Coordinating Board
of Higher Education, the state
legislature itself, and the governor's ~taff. Grobman said that
these groups base their recommendations on independent studies.
The legislature, of course, must
make a joint resolution regarding the amount of money to be
allocated , and then it is sent to
the governor, who has the power
to veto the appropriation.
Once a figure is decided upon ,
the amount is allocated t o the
University of Missouri. It is then
up to Central Administration to
allocate the money amongst the
four UM campuses.
For the 1983-84 school year,
the Univesity of Missouri requested .$197 ,727,188 in state
appropriations. The total amount
allocated to the university by the
state was $167,346,590.

HYPNOSIS

DELTA SIGMA PI
***

ETA N U CHAPTER
WEMEAN BUSINESS

Get Wha t You Want Out Of Life! !
IndIVidual SessiOns
by
Appointment s

\

Self HypnOSIS
Tapes Available

521-4652

Oark Bums - Oinical Hypnotherapist

***

ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO ...

..
.

I

. EXPLORE YOUR FUTURE
. EXAMINE THE BUSINESS WORLD
. ESTABLISH YOUR CAREER GOALS

***************
.ANNOUNCING OUR FIRST
RECRUITlNG MEETING FOR ALL
BUSINESS MAJORS AND ALL
INTERESTED IN BUSINESS STUDIES
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 16 ·1 :15P.M.
78 J. C. PENNEY

Wilh lhe price of hne jewelry loday. irs good 10
know lhat a lewelry·quallty Sllad,um ring IS now more
affordable lhan ever. Save-and choose from a varrety
of beaullful styles Then personalize your nng wllh cus·
10m opllons that express your tasles. your Inlelests. your
achievements.
Every hne SIIad,um flOg IS crafted Wllh c~reful a"enllon 10 delall. and backed by the
ArlCarved Full DIet/me Warranty Now. al these special savlngs/ l R~Q1
lhe value IS excepllonal' Don·l mIss Ih,s opportunity 10 gel a
beaullful buy on a fine Slladium ri ng . VISit lhe ArtCarved
Ring Table soon
CLASS RINGS INC

RYED

Wed. & Thurs. Sept. 21 & 22
Fri. Sept. 23
Mon. Sept. 26

10 a.m.- 7 p.m.
10 a.m.- 3 p.m.
10 a.m.- 4 p.m.

University Bookstore
Lower Leve l University Center
Deposrt Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted.

I.

1983 ArtCa,ved Class

~lngS
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ditorials
A trashy situation

Campus cleanup
sorely needed-now
My name is Bill Jones. Folks around
UMSL call me 'Squeegee," 'cause I've
been a janitor up here for 'bout 15 years.
I'm a damn good one, too. Most people
don't see me, 'cause I do my thing after
everyone's gone home for the night. But I
sure do know who they are, or at least what
they leave behind.
Man, there are more styro cups thrown
around campus than there are parking
tickets. Everyone j ust tosses them wherever , and I gotta pick them up. I sure feel
badly fo r those evening students. They
gotta pick their way around all this litter
just to get to th.eir desks. Sometimes they
must think that us janitors mustn't do a
thing. Truth is, we can't do anything about
the mess that daytime people leave.
There's just too much traffic to go and
sweep through or empty trash cans. It has
to wait until night.
I've got a friend named Johnny that
sweeps up the U. Center. While we were
catching a smoke the other night, he said
that last Thursday he worked like a dog to
clean up the mess that "Wednesday Noon
Live" left. Johnny said that there was
trash all over the patio and grass. He said
that the beach after Iwo Jima was cleaner
than that. Johnny was so burned that he
said the school ought to take away the free
show, 'cause people just don't take care of
the place. Maybe he's right.
Sometimes, I think folks don't know how
much it costs to clean up this place. The
big chiefs spend a fortune every year just
getting rid of the trash. They just hired a .
new company to haul it all off, and it's still
a hefty bilL Plus, they had to let go of some

ot-her janitors last year, 'cause the payroll
just couldn't take it.
So those of us who are left have to work
pretty hard. It means that we spend a lot of
time sweeping up those cups and other
trash. It means that we hafta skip washing
windows and waxing floors every night,
and can only do it every other night or so.
The whole campus can look pretty ratty if
yo u don't keep it up.
And you know, it's not just the students'
fault. I mean, it would s ur e help a whole lot
if Physical Plant would give 'em trash
cans to throw trash in. Did you know that
there are only two trash cans in the hallway up on the second floor of SSB? Nowonder people just put things on the floor .
Maybe they should set extra cans out for
the " Noon Live" shows, too. More ash cans
should get set out, along with the trash
cans. Then smokers could snuff their cigs
out right, instead of stepping on them.
I guess it's just a matter of common
courtesy, to clean up the mess you make.
Everyone expects the place to be clean,
but nobody's willing to help. UMSL is getting to be 20 years old, and probably·
there's going to be a lot of visitors out
here. I'd like to see the place look decent,
no matter what time of day they happen to
be here.
I guess you're sayin', " Hey, Squeegee,
clam up and do your job." Yeah, I know, I
get paid to work here, and it's your tax
dollars that are footin' the bilL But you
gotta remember something, folks . I just
work here - you gotta live up here, at least
for part of your day. Nothin' wrong with
tryin' to live clean, is t.here?
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Disputes Melchior's letter
Dear Editor:
I cannot let the blast by Curt Melchior
go without comment. First, I sincerely
hope he is a freshman . If not, his English
instructors have seriously neglected to
increase his vocabulary beyond " screwed" and " screwed-up." He can't have had
too many dealings with the English department beyond helping his friend .
And it might come as a shock to this
young man to learn he does not pay our
salaries. He may be the reason why we are
here, but he could not afford to attend this
school if his tuition-was not subsidized by
the taxpayers. If he does pay my salary I
would like to petition him for a little more
than the munificent 4 percent to 0 percent

increase we have been getting for the last
several years .
And it might also come as a shock to him
that the staff and faculty pay for the
privilege of parking on this campus. " Hog
up" is another delicate phrase, falling in
the same category as "shafted." I have
been contributing to the building of parking garages and parking lot s since he was
in elementary school, and I still can't
leave my parking space to go to lunch.
When I come back it will be occupied by an
illegally parked car. Even with " preferential treatment" if you aren't here by 8
o'clock, you walk.
Doris Richters

Another disgruntled reader
Dear Editor:
As a member of the staff of UMSL, I
could not let the letter to the editor in the
Sept. 8, 1983, issue of the Current go
unanswered.
Since I do not have daily contact with the
English department, nor do I have knowledge of their departmental procedures, I
cannot offer any intelligent reply to Mr.
Melchior' s accusations regarding its operation. I would hope that he receives a
satisfactory response to his dilemma. I
believe, however, that a university does
not exist for 20 years on " promises they
cannot deliver. "
In regard to the parking situation for
faculty and staff vs. that of students, I
somehow feel that Mr. Melchior does not
have accurate information. First of all,
the staff and faculty are not exempt from
parking fees . Payroll deductions amount
to $72 .00 annually for this privilege. A student enrolled for 14 credit hours pays a fee
of $24 .50 per semester. " Preferential
treatment" is an exaggerated phrase as a
description of employee parking. Logically, . a member of the faculty or staff is
generally stationed at one location for an
entire working day. A student usually
moves to more than one building per day
during the course of his or her classes.
Feasibly, it is better to give an individual a
lot assignment that is most accessible to
their purpose on campus. A large number

of the employed population wait fof years
to gain a lot assignment to a space nearest
his primary employment location. Perhaps, Mr. Melchior believes that Chancellor Grobman should park next to the
General Services Building and walk to and
from Woods Hall.
. Incidentally, since I worked long hours
during registration as did many employees, I could not help but notice a great
many spaces available in Garage 'C.' I
parked there myself, since I could not gain
access to my own space. It was occupied
by a student's vehicle. I don't mind bearing this inconvenience during peak periods.
Finally, in reply to Mr. Melchior's statement of student fees paying our salaries,
he must realize that if we depended
merely on this tuition to finance the working force here at UMSL, our population
would be severely reduced as well as the
quality of education and services available. In reality, all salaries are funded by
the state of Missouri which is a recipient
of my tax dollars on an annual basis. With
no salary increase in sight this year, I
would think that a parking place is a very
small token benefit to any employee.
Perhaps, when Mr. Melchior begins his
own career after leaving UMSL, he may
sing a different tune.
Sincerely,
John Elder

The Current is published weekly on Thursdays.
Advertising rates are available upon r.equest by contacting the
Current Business Office at 553-5175. Space reservations for advertisements must be received by noon Monday prior to the date of
publication.
The Current, financed in part by student activities fees, is not an official publication of the University of Missouri. The university is not responsible for the Current's contents and policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the op:,ion of the editorial
staff. Articles labeled "Commentary" are the opinion of the
individual writer.
'

The Current welcomes all letters to
tbe editor. All letters must be signed
and the writer's student number and
phone number must be included.
Non-students also must sign their letters, but only need to add their phone
number.
Names for published letters will be
withheld upon request, but letters with
which the writer's name is published
will receive first preference.
Responsibility for letters to the
editor belongs to the individual writer.

The Current is not responsible for controversial material in the letters, but
maintains the right to refuse publication of letters judged by the editorial
staff to be in poor taste.
Letters may be dropped off at the
Current offices, 1 Blue Metal Office
Building, or the University Ce nter
Information Desk. They may also be
mailed to Letters to the Editor,
Current, 1 Blue Metal Office Building,
8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, ~
Mo. 63121.
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Gateway Council holds
programming workshop
Ken Eckert
reporter

Seven members of the
UMSL University Program
Board attended a workshop
sponsored by the Gateway
Council of Student Activities
last Saturday in Eureka, Mo.
Guest speaker and consultant
at the workshop was Mary
Beth Gibson, coordinator of
campus activities at the
University
of
Northern
Colorado.
In her opening speech Gibson spoke of the advantages to
students for getting involved
in campus programming, student government, greek or
other organizations. "These
graduates have tremendous
opportunities to make themselves more qualified than the
next person. They also
demonstrate a willingness to
do more than t he minimum,
attitude
sought
by
an
employers regardless of the
career field ," she said.
Following Gibson'S opening
sppech, the program board
members of the Gateway

Council area attended a series
of workshops on programming topics. The workshops
included presentations on
committee
development,
organ izing, programs, holding effective meetings, goal
setting and publicity and
promotion.
Gibson also spoke on the
National Association of Campus Activities, for which she is
a member of the Board of
Directors. NACA has over 500
schools including UMSL as
members. It also has over 400
agencies and acts which are
association members. As a
member,the UMSL program
board receives the magazine
Programming, as well as a
directory of member organaccess
to
zations
and
reference files.
The Gateway Council of
Student Activities was formed
in 1981 and consists of 33
member schools in the
i-State area. Since the
workshop included schools
from both Missouri and
Illinois, it was titled " Bridging the Waters."

Escorts back in business
Barb DePalma
reporter

The UMSL Student Escort Program has begun its operations
for the 1983-84 school year. Although the purpose of the program is the same, several modes
of operation have changed.
This year's patrol consists of
four escorts (two teams of two
people) and are dispatched from
the Thomas Jefferson Library on
the main campus and the Education Library on the South campus. The escorts work Monday
through Thursday from 8:15 to
11:15 p.m. and are paid an hourly
salary of $4 .01. They are equipped with an armband, flashlight and a two-way walkietalkie.
The Student Association provided $6,159.36 to fund the program for the entire year. This
money was allocated to the Student Association as part of its
1983-84 operating budget. The
Student Association is in char.ge
of the operation of the escort program, but it is coordinated, administered and directed by the
UMSL Police.
The charge of the program is to
provide a service to the UMSL
evening faculty, students and
staff in the form of assisting the

UMSL police in the protection of
the university community. Guidelines for the program and the
escorts have been set up by the
Student Association and may be
changed at its discretion, if problems begin to arise.
The two areas of operation that
Student Association will be most
concerned with are that the escorts will not be ticketing illegally parked cars and will also
not be working at special events
or when school is not in session.
This does not include intensive
study days but does include all
breaks.
"We decided not to have the
escorts working at special events
because they seemed to enjoy the
special event a lot and did not
enjoy escorting people," said
Barb Willis, Student Association
president.
In order to request an escort,
students should call the UMSL
police at 5155 on campus " Hotline" telephones. The caller tells
the police dispatcher his or her
location and destination. The call
is then dispatched to the escort
team via walkie-talkie. The escorts are then responsible for
taking students, faculty or staff
members to and/or from their
car or building. After the librar-

University Center shoots for self sufficiency
Erik Schaffer
news editor

The University Center has had
to make a number of changes in
order to achieve a goal of selfsufficiency, according to Sandy
L. MacLean, dean of student
affairs.
"We're going to operate the
University Center as efficiently
as possible. That's the fairest
thing we can do for this university, because what isn't paid for out
of the efficiency of that operation, comes out of student fees
and general operating funds, "
·said MacLean.

According to Robert G.
Schmalfeld, director of the University Center, the $2,052 ,000
bonp issue, which was issued in
1968 for the construction of the
center, provided that the cost of
"all utilities and custodial services" would be paid by the university.
In 1977, according to Schmalfel d, a decision was reached by
the University of Missouri Board
of Curators to move toward fullcosting. "We had to know what it
costs to run all auxiliary services," said Schmalfeld.
Schmalfeld said that he was
selected by MacLean last No-

vember to conduct an evaluation
of the services at the University
Center. The evaluation, which
was based on figures from 198283, was completed in March 1983.
"We've
implemented
the
recommendations of the selfstudy," said Schmalfeld. " Everywhere we can make economics
and still provide services, we
will. "
Some of the recommendations
included a reduction in the number of phones at the center, reduced office staff, reduction of
the number of workers in food
. service and a reduction in custodial services.

L
STUDENT ACCIDENT
& SICKNESS PROGRAM

Also, a $75 fee will be charged
to groups holding dances, a 5 percent commission will be charged
to groups selling tickets at the
Information Desk, and a minimum catering charge has also
been established for groups or
organizations holding meetings
in the center. The fees are $10 on
weekdays and $50 on weekends.
The $75 dance fee reflects only
the cost incured by the University Center, according to
Schmalfeld. This is for set up, a
night manager, and clean up.
See "U. Center," page 6

ies close, the escorts will be dispatched from the J .C. Penney
lobby and the Education Off.ice
Building lobby. In addition to
escorting people, the program is
set up to help the UMSL police
prevent any incidents from happening on either campus.
" One incident on this campus
is too many," Willis said. " If the
$6,000 we gave to fund the program prevents on incident, then
it was money well spent."
Willis says she !las high expectations for the program this year.
However, she said that she
wishes the Student Association
did not have to fund the program .
" We could use the $6,000 for
other thing," she said. " However,
evening students are entitled to
it. They pay a lot of money for
services and don't get much out
of it. "
UMSL Director of Police
William G. Karabas said he thinks
the escort program will work this
year. " Tthe escorts are our extra
eyes and ears and we are glad to
help people," he said.
Willis said that last year the
program had several problems.
However, this year she sa id the
funding would be taken away if
something goes wrong. She added that she would like to see at
least two more escorts added on
this campus.
" About 175 classes let out between 8 and 11, ' Willis said. " If
one person from each of those
classes wanted to be escorted ,
they would be in trouble. I would
be really comfortable with it if
we had two,more escorts."
Willis . said that the Student
Association will be monitoring
the need for the program this
year, and that if it doesn't work,
they might try something else
next year.
" I want to see the program run
right. We do not want to see the
money used against students,"
Willis said.

Dreams
What do they mean?
Do they reflect reality?
Come and listen to a discussion on this fascinating topic!
Speaker: Margaret Drane & Panel

7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Wed. Sept. 21
101 Stadler Hall
Admission only 99¢
Presented by the UMSL Psychology Organization
For more information call 553-6183

LAST CHANCE
. THE

RO~.. D

TO A

COLLEGE DEGREE '
If you have not yet enrolled under the new expanded
VOLUNTARY STUDENT ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS PROGRAM, tim e is running short. Applications arestill being accepte d through SEPTEMBER 23, 1983. You may apply at the
Cashier's Office or mail your application and c h eck directly
to:

LAWTON-BYRNE-BRUNER INSURANCE
TEN BROADWAY
ST. LOUIS, MO 63 102
Remember, the new program contains a $ I 00,000
OPTIONAL MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFIT for $ 24 PER YEAR for
student only coverage. If you have already purchased th e
basic plan and wish to add this expande d benefit it is not too
late.
If you should have any questions please feel free to call the
PLAN ADMINISTRATOR, LAWTON-BYRNE-BRUNER, COLLECT at (3 14) 62 1-5540 and ask for MARY GOOD.

IS EXPENSIVE
AIR FORCE ROTC
CAN PAVE mE WAY
There are a lot of scary stories about the cost
of college education these days. Many high
school students aren't planning to attend college
because they don't have the money. BUT WAIT!
Air Force ROTC can help. With our scholarship
programs , we will pay for your college tuition,
books, along with certain fees AND pay you
$100 per month for living expenses.
After you receive· your degree you'll be eligible
for a commission as an Air Force officer. If you
can qualify, Air Force ROTC can mean a college
degree and a brighter future for you . Find out
more. For your country and yourself, make Air
Force ROTC a part of your plans. Contact:
Capt Li 11l'Y (618) JJ 7-7 500 ('xt 230

BOTe

Gateway to a great way olJile.

-------'"
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Eschen appointed to new position
of development director
Daniel J. Johnson
reporter

Thomas Eschen has been appointed director of development
at KWMU radio, a relatively new
position for the station which
until now has had no one to specifically do fund-raising. In addition Eschen was also appointed
as a lecturer in the speech communication department and as
adviser to the station's student
staff.
" Institutions similar to UMSL
with media outlets on campus
have had success with these kinds
of appointments," said Michael
D. Murray, KWMU advisor to the
chancellor and mass communication program director.
" It means students can become
more involved in a station department and work under the
direct supervision of a department head who is also on the
faculty."
Eschen, who was hired by the
station where, in fact, his primary duty is, has offices a1
KWMU and in the speech depart-

ment. He will be hired by the
department, Murray said.
Murray thinks Eschen'S appointment as lecturer will get
more students involved with the
station and enable students to get
more attention. "The student
staff will probably grow," he said.
This is "the first time someone
has joined the station with the
knowledge that they'll be doing
different things," he said. Teaching, for most KWMU staff members, came after they were hired
by the station, he said. At present, the station's general manager, production chief, news director and program director are
instructors in the speech communication department.
The station people who do teach
are doing so in their areas of
specialization. Eschen, for example, is teaching a course in
"Promotion, Publicity and Advertising in Broadcasting."
Eschen, who very well has his
hands full carrying such a large
package, said, "The job is something I enjoy doing. " He said
things are "going on nicely" in

his work as development director and "Teaching, I really enjoy.
It's a lot of fun."
As development director,
Eschen's responsibilities will be
to get corporate sponsors to underwrite the station's programs,
and solicit funds from local foundations that help non-profit organizations, which KWMU is, and
to plan the overall fund-raising
campaign. KWMU will hold a fundraising drive in November,
Eschen said.
Some of the things in Eschen's
package are not really new for
hil1l, they are just skilfs which he
is only moving to a new location.
He obtained his bachelor of journalism degree from the University of Missouri-Columbia in 1975
and his master's degree in communications from Saint Louis
University just last August. While a
student at UMC he worked at KBIA
radio and KOMU-TV. He also did
an internship at KMOX.
He was previously director of
development at DeSmet Jesuit
High School from 1980 to 1983
and taught at · Bishop DuBou~g

A NEW DEVELOPMENT: Thomas Eschen, KWMU's new
director of development and student staff adviser, enjoys a rare
moment of relaxation.
High School from 1979 to 1980.
He has also taught elementary .
school in Sunset Hills.
He said he went into journalism because he enjoyed writing and because of the exposure
he had to it when he was younger.
His father was a news announcer
at KSD radio in the 1930s and '40s
and in 1947 became a news announcer and director of special
events at KSD-TV (now KSDK,
Channel 5).

Some of his goals as development director, Eschen said, are
to increase the number of corporate sponsors the station has
and the membership of Studio
Set, and to help the station in
general.
There is a Zen saying Eschen
said he likes, which by the way, is
fit for a man carrying a sizeable
load: It goes, " When hungry, eat.
When tired, sleep. But above all,
don't wobble."

Th~rman conducts unique health sciences pilot program
Charmagne Schneider
reporter

Carl Thurman II joins the UMSL
faculty this year as a visiting
assistant professor who will teach
human anatomy and physiology
in an allied health sciences pilot
. program on the UMSL campus.
Thurman said that the intent of
the "extramural" program, which
UMSL is running in conjunction
with Barnes and Jewish hospitals, is to teach non-medical
students, particularly those in
nursing, basic human anatomy
and physiology, microbiology
and chemistry. Non-medical students are those who will enter
professions such as nursing,
medical technology and respiratory therapy.
The sequence which Thurman
teaches is a nine-hour, twosemester human anatomy and
physiology sequence. In .lddition
to Thurman's sequence, students
in the allied health sciences program will take microbiology and
chemistry concurrently with
Thurman's course from other
visiting professors teaching the
allied health sciences sequence.
The program, Thurman says,
is . a pioneer or pilot program ,
with an approach unlike most
others in the nation. "When I left
the Medical College of Ohio in
Toledo, Ohio," Thurman said,

Although the program is open
to UMSL students, Thurman says
the ' majority of the approximately 165 students enrolled in
it are from Barnes and Jewish
hospitals .
"The course was designed
through a specific contract, to
meet the needs of those students," said Marylin Maguire,
lecturer and director of continu'ing education.
She said the students involved
with the program are on their
way to becoming registered nurses , and that some may attend
UMSL's nursing school once they
are through taking classes at
Barnes or Jewish hospitals. According to Maguire, the program
is separate from the nursing
school.
Taking the allied health sciences sequence would be of benefit
to UMSL students pursuing a
four-year liberal arts degree,
however, because often liberal
arts majors can't find employment in their area of specialization, according to Thurman. As
an example, he cited philosophy
majors, who, he said, usually
cannot find degree-related em-'
ployment except as teachers:
" By taking this sequence," he
said, "students would be giving
themselves the option of going

Cable studio OK'd

into the allied health sciences because then.they could apply to
a one-year allied health sciences
program for professional training for occupational purposes. "
Without the allied health sciences sequence, he said , most liberal arts majors would lack the
necessary prerequisite for enrolling in such a program.
The primary value of the UMSL
sequence, in distinction to other
programs, Thurman said, is the
continuity in and expertise of
instruction it provides, in contrast to what he says is the often
piecemeal approach of other allied health science programs.
Students at UMSL will sequence from only a few full-time
faculty who concentrate on teaching, rather than from many guest
lecturers who are not primarily
teachers.
For example, he said, most
allied health sciences programs
are taught by medical doctors
who are often ' not experts in the
subject they guest lecture on or
about. In addition, they may be
involved primarily in research
rather than in working in hospitals. Therefore, he said, they
are less able to understand the
needs of students who will work
in hospitals. Finally, he said the
medical do.ctors who teach courses
often have no teaching experi-'

u. Center---from page 5

Erik Schaffer
news editor

After 18 months, the University of Missouri Board of
Curators has finally approved
the agreement between UMSL
and American Cablevision of
St. Louis to install a cable TV
studio on campus.
The agreement was authorized by the curators during
their meeting last week in
ColumlHa, Mo.
According to Blair Farrell,
director of university relations, the only formality left is
the actual signing of the contract. After the contract has
been signed, renovations will
begin. "The physical renovations shouldn't take long,"
said Don Greer, director of
the Instructional Technology

Center. Greer also said that
the modifications would not
be that extensive. He said an
editing room would be added,
air conditioning will be put in,
and a lighting grid will be
installed. The studio will be in
Rooms 116 and 118 of Lucas
Hall.
The work should begin as
soon as UMSL receives the
contracts from the University
of Missouri Central Administration and American receives
its copy from its headquarters
in Denver, Colo., according to
Greer. He said that the renovations would probably all
be done by Physical Plant.
The cost fo the remodeling
will be approximately $15,000, according to Farrell.

These changes were all discussed at the .University Advisory Board meeting held Aug.

ence and are therefore not as
able to present material well as
are full-time faculty members .
Most of the UMSL allied health
sciences teachers, in contrast, he
said, have both teaching and hospital experience. " Starting at
UMSL," he said, " we will have
three or four people teaching

basic science for the duration of
nine months. We will go through
every aspect of human anatomy
and physiology at the introductory leveL "
The classical medical approach,
on the other hand, he said , often
starts with theoretical medical
issues which were hard for students to underst and without first
having had the bas ics.

•FRIDAY
• • • •&•SATURDAY
••••••
NIGHTS
ATTHE MOVIES' ,

••••••••••••
STALLONE

This time he's fighting for his life.

FIRST
LOOD

31.

"The whole idea behind the
changes and charges is to make
the U. Center self-sufficient,"
said Larry Wines, chairperson of
the Advisory Board. "These are
things which should have been
done years ago, but there wasn't
the impetus."
Suggestions for increaSing
University Center revenue included leaSing space in the
lounge areas for retail shops,
renting space to a bank for a
machine, or possibly a teller, and
an increase in catering.
"I don't like what is happening, " said Wines. "I wish it were
different, but I don't see hwo the
U. Center can do much else. I
think they've done their utmost
to retain their vital services,"
said Wines.

September 16 & 17
7:30 & 10:00p.m .
101 Stadler Hall
$1 w/UMSl Student 1.0.

$1 .50 General Public
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Sing a song!

Music major finds place for talents
'It's given me more confidence to know that

ABOVE: Kim Behlman'n has
spent her summer performing
at the Six Flags Palace Theater. BELOW: Behlmann (center) poses with the rest of the
cast. (Photos courtesy Six
Flags.)

It's show time for UMSL student Kim Behlmann: This past
summer, Behlmann has been
singing and dancing her heart out
in performances of the Palace
Show at Six Flags-St. Louis ,
Behlmann, 22, has been participating in the show "Thank
You for the Music."
Behlmann, a junior majoring
in music education, i's a member
of the University Singers, for
which she was the group's Homecoming queen candidate last fall.
Her involvement with the Unisity Players began with her role
in "Stop the World, I Want to Get
Off," She was also cast in a supporting role in the Opera Workshop's production of Mozart's
"Magic Flute, "
On top of her multitalents, in
which she combines her years of
study in modern jazz dance,
ballet, and vocal instruction,
Behlmann manages to maintain
a 3.6 grade point average, She

I can do something on this scale.'
- Kim Behlmann
was awarded a scholarship from
the Mu Phi Epsilon business
fraternity last spring for her accomplishments and efforts, •
To glance at Behlmann's poised,
attractive appearance, and watch
her talents shine on stage, one
would think she'd never have a
worry about auditions , Not true.
" Auditions scare me to death, I
do my worst performing at auditions," she confessed.
Things haven't always I come
. easy for her. In fact, Behlmann
auditioned four times before she
made the Palace Show, Her perSisting spirit has enabled her to
attain one of her dreams,.and now
she is not only a member of the
chorus line in the show, but a
soloist for two numbers, "Fame"
and "Swing Low Sweet Chariot."

Her career choice has been
influenced by mainly two people,
her grandfather and Judy Garland . "My grandfather is probably the person who gave me my
style," she said. " He did vaudeville shows. I remember when I
was a little girl watching him on
stage, I used to think he was the
neatest person in the world.
" 1 used to have an idol, Judy
Garland, and then I hit a point
where I realized that people don't
want another Judy Garland, so I
decided to be myself. You just
can't be another clone, you've got
to let your personality come out
and be yourself,
"I remember reading about
Judy Garland's life and I found
out how messed up her life was
because of the limelight of show
business. I learned that if you're
not really careful, it would be
easy to get trapped. "
Working for the Palace is not
all glamour and glitter. "It's re al
glamorou s because of the costumes and the set, but it' s so
hard," Behlmann said. "I had t o
work for a week with a pu lled
muscle and one girl even wor ked
with a broken foot. I've never
sweated so m uch. The air conditioning went out for a couple
days during the heat wave, and
yet t he show still had to go on, and
we danced our hearts out."
Behlmann said the ensemb le
spirit dwells within the Palace.
"The team work is great, everyone works together," she said.
" You want to be there and know
you have to be there or you'll let
everyone down and hurt the
show. "
The Palace has its funny and
comical moments too. "It's funny
trying to look glamorous when
you have to come out in a long
sequined dress and your hair is
dripping wet from the heat and
your feathers accidentally drag
across your lipstick, making your

face look like you 've been hit in
the mouth," Behlmann laughed ,
Recalling some of the more
humorous events , she continued,
" One time the hook on my sleeve
attached to the other sleeve and I
had to keep dancing with my
wrists attached while everyone
else was doing something different. One of the dancers lost
her shoe while on stage and had
to limp across the stage to get it,
and one of the curtains came down
unexpectedly and caught a girl's
headdress and dragged her down
to the floor !"
Behlmann's professional experience this summer with the
Palace has enabled her to grow
and gain confidence, " It's given
me more confidence to know that
I can do something on this scale
and that I can work with many
different kinds of people and personalities under very demanding
circumstances," she explained.
Behlmann feels that this will
help with her future plans to perform , but she also is prepared for
another career choice. " I'm holding on to teaching elementary
music as my se cond choice since
performing is such an unsta bl e
way of life," she said. She also
. hopes that marriage will be in the
near future.
In her spar e time, Behlmann is
an Avon distributor. She also puts a
lot of time into her stud ies. But
the majority of her spare time is
spent with her boyfriend , Tim,
who also happens to be her best
friend.
Behlmann is a Baptist and attends the fellowship of Fir st Baptist Church of Ferguson. She
feels th at religion is a vital and
important part of her life.
Despite all the stereotypical
myths that show business is corrupt and immoral, Behlmann does
not believe that it will hinder her
faith and religion. "I pray about
every audition that I go to. And I
know that if God wants me to be
there, he'll open the doors . And if
there's something better in the
future for me, the doors won't
be open."

UMSL is home for world-renown physics journal
Scott Chervitz
reporter

Behind the opaq.u e glass door '
of Room 240 Benton Hall, reside
the editors of a publication read
by over 10,QOO subscribers around
the· world . The monthly American Journal of Physics is possibly 1he most elite in its field,
according to one of those editors,
John S. Rigden. "It's a regularly
cited journal, with a very good
reputation," said the six-year
editor.
Originally named The American Physics Teacher in 1933 , the
journal is still written primarily .
for college physics professors.
With its collection of technical,
historical, philosophi~al and
general physics articles and
essays , the journal proclaims to
be "devoted to the instructional
and cultural aspects of physical
science. "
"We want to serve the people,
by providi'ng a vehicle so [phy,sicists] can get recognition,"

said Philip James , assistant
editor. He pointed out that physics is a wide field, so teachers
and researchers easily get sidetracked in their specialized area.
The journal, published by the
American Association of Physics
Teachers, " provides a basis for
continuing the education of
Ph,D.'s and physicists in the
entire field," added Rigden, who
also serves as a professor of
physics at UMSL,
The education is provided
t hrough 100 pages of papers written by physicists from over 45
countries, To
t hrough the 100
monthly submissions and find
acceptable ones, the magazine
employs about 1,000 volunteer
" referees," James said, The
referees specialize in specific
areas of physics, and operate as
far away as Germany, France and
New Zealand,

sift

Looking for logic as well as
technical errors, two referees
review each paper, They also

recommend whether it should be
rejected or included among the
12 published each month. Predictably, a split decision "is more
the rule than the exception,"
according to Rigden. Articles
published in the July issue include "Timing the Flight of a
Projectile in the Classical Ballistic Pendulum Experiment," "A
Home-made Pyranometer for
Solar Experiments," and ." An
Upper-division,
Introductory
Biophysics Course."
Obviously highly technical,
Rigden said only about two articles in each issue would interest the average reader.
However, he noted that the
publication only attempts to
cater to a distinct audience of
physics professionals.
In fact, t he staff at the journal
is probably more elite than its
audience. Rigden is writing a
scientific biography of 1.1. Rabi.
James, also a physics professor
here, participated in NASA's Vik-

ing Project, and is currently
analyzing data on the climate of
Mars. Associate editors reside at
the universities of WisconsinParkside,
MassachusettsAmherst, Utah, Washington ,
Arizona and Delaware and Wake
Forest University. The staff also
includes column editor Edward
Purcell of Harvard University, a
1952 Nobel Peace Prize recipient.
Through a nomination aJ'ld election process, James said, three
editors are added each year.
After a decade of association
with the journal, Rigden doesn't
see any expansion or change in
the magazine for the fut ure .
Financial limitations (the journal's only fu nding comes from
su bscriptions and advertising)
keep the editorial staff at UMSL
to
three, inclu ding Gaile
administrative
Smothers,
associate .
However, Rigden believes the
journal isn't in need of expansion. He said it has already

achieved high success and a very
good reputation as a difficult
magazine to be published in, due
to its size and strict publication
guidelines.
Unfortunately, the magazine
has found little recognition outside the physics community.
Ironically, while the journal has
made a name for UMSL in the
physics community, few UMSL .
students know the publication
exists ,
Rigden added that the success
of the journal may be misleading.
Though many of the subscribers
are libraries, "The journal has
the potential to double its
audience, " he said.
Even if the number of readers
doesn't change, Rigden said he
would appreCiate the same
recognition from UMSL students
that he receives from his
readers . James said he would
appreciate respect for UMSL as a
whole .

film
Frank Russell
arts columnist

Fall is usually a welcome
time for the serious filmgoer.
After all , how much adolescent-oriented fluff can a
person endure? Not to say that
the season was entirely worthless - on the contrary, films
including "Risky Business,"
"Return of the Jedi," and
maybe even " Flashdance" far
exceeded the usual expectations of their genres.
As a whole, however, the
most you can say about the
rest of the summer's best films
is that they were only marginally entertaining.
This summer's $1.3 billion
box office gross was, granted,
a record breaker. Only two
films, however, "Flashdance"
and " Return of the Jedi,"
earned over $70 million
compared to four last summer
("E.T.: The Extraterrestrial,"
"Rocky III," " Star Trek II: The
Wrath of Khan" and "Poltergeist").
In other words, the summer
picture hasn't been quite as
rosy as you may read elsewhere.
Enough of this box-office
talk - fall has begun. It's time
for some serious thoughts
about film .
La Nuit de Varennes

***11
If you 're not aware of the
Tivoli Theatre in University
City, you should be.
The Tivoli offers an eclectic
array of film choices unparalleled elsewhere in the

Tivoli offers wide choices for film buffs
St. Louis area, including the
college film series and cable
television.
Most of the time the theater
presents a repertory schedule
of films , presenting four
double-feature programs of
old and recently released
classics each week. The offerings may range from a pair
of Ingmar Bergman classics ~
to the latest science fiction
extravaganza, from Woody
Allen to Bruce Lee to almost
anything else one can imagine.
About 10 times a year,
though, the Tivoli presents
premieres of foreign or
relatively obscure films that
might not otherwise be released in the St. Louis area.
This week, for example, the
theater is premiering "La
Nuit de Varennes," an amus- .
ing historical piece by Italian '
director Ettore Scola.
"La Nuit de Varennes" is
not really as interesting as
some of the films the Tivoli
has offered in the past, but the
film does have its moments.
The setting is France, a few
years after the revolution of
1789. Louis XVI and his
queen, ~arie Antoinette, are
fleeing Paris to join their antirevolutionary allies near the
country's border.
Meanwhile the beautiful
countess Sophie de la Borde,
an aging Casanova, the popular writer Restif de la Bretonne, American dissident
Thomas Paine and a num'ber
of other interesting characters are seemingly thrown
together for a cross-country
journey which eventually
leads them to the town of Varennes, where the king is

LA NUIT DE VARENNES: Marcello Mastroianni, portraying the aging Casanova, joins Andrea
Ferreol and Daniel Gelin on the historically momentous journey that comprises the principle
action of this Ettore Scola film_ The picture is showing this week at the Tivoli Theatre in
University City.

that night deposed by zealou!)
revolutionary officials.
Scola uses the setting to
comment on the strain between the upper and lower
classes of the time. He seems
to be definitely criticizing
those who might have taken
advantage of that strain. .
Sounds rather foppish and
boring, right? Actually, yes to
some extent. The film does
have its moments, though,

especially a marvelous ending which subtly applies
Scola's questions to modern
events. "La Nuit de Varennes"
will be shown tomorrow evening through next Thursday.
This week's best bet: "Risky '
Business" continues at area
theaters. Paul Brickmann's
stylistic comedy for surpasses any other recent film
in this genre.
Also ot'note: " Eraserhead" is
now showing at the Varsity

Theater, also in University
City. "Eraserhead" is a surreal cult film by David
Lynch , director of " The Elephant Man" and the upcoming
"Dune. " The Varsity is also
presenting weekend matinees
of the uplifting gospel music
film " Say Amen, Somebody!",
much of which was filmed in
St. Louis. Though certainly
different from each other and
what most people expect from
a film , both are efforts worth
everyone's attention.

~classifieds--------~--------------~
Personals
Attractive junior woman seeks male
UMSL-ite for fun relationship. Enjoy
sports, movies, eating out and having
fun! Reply in the Classifieds.
Just because you're a student
doesn't mean you can't have a terrific
resume! Call Resumes That Work
today, 727-9577.
Thanks, St. Jude, for the many favors
I've received.
To the Chem 11 gang:
Hey you guys! We gotta get back
together sometime. How about a big
bash? Got any ideas when or where?
If you do, respond next week.
Howie
Darling Dave,
Why haven't you called? The last time
we were together was the end of July.
You remember ... when your black
van ran out of gas. You know I haven't
started yet. Please call, we need to
talk. You know my number:
Desperately yours, .
Southern Bell
Hey Dave:
I had a really good time with you and
your black van last August 22. I would
- like to do it all over again, but
wouldn't you know it - I'm a week
late. Call me toll free at 1-800-BE- APOPP.
Patiently waiting,
Dimples
Dear Terry;
Since when did Libertarians start
aping the Communist line?
A Conservative for Peace
and Justice in
Central America
Happy Birthday George Jones and
Wendy Needy.
The Brothers of Sigma Tau Gamma

The 7th Annual Delta Zeta Road
Rally is coming up on Sunday, Sept.
18. Registration begins at 12:30 on
the J.C. Penney Parking Lot. Food
and refreshments will be furnished at
the end. Prizes will be awarded. Cost
is $4 per person. All proceeds are
donated to St. Joseph's Instltute for
the Deaf.

Miscellaneous
" Deathtrap," the longest running
mystery play in Broadway history, will
be performed by the Hawthorne
Players. Hawthorne is the first St.
Louis community theater group to
produce this thriller by Ira Levin.
" Deathtrap" will be presented at the
Florissant Civic Center Theater on
Parker Road at 8 p.m. on Sept. 16 and
17. Admission is $3.50 for adults and
$2.50 for students and senior citizens.
For reservations, call 521-9789 or
741-1731 .
Open auditions for the Hawthorne
Players' production of "Harvey" will
be held Sept. 19 and 21 at 7:30 p.m.
at the Florissant Civic Center
Theater. There are parts for six men
and five women, mid-20s and up. Production dates are Dec. 2,3 and 4 . Call
741-1731 for additional information.
Abortion Service: Confidential counseling, pregnancy test, pelvic exams.
Reproductive Health Services - The
oldest, most respected name in problem pregnancy counseling and outpatient abortion services in the
Midwest. Call: 367-0300 (city clinic)
or 227 -7225 (west county) toll free in
Missouri 1-800-392-0888.
The Student Missouri State Teachers Association is having a car
wash on Sept. 17 from lOam. to 3
p.m. It will be held at the Sinclair Gas
Station at North Florissant and Airport Road.

Black labrador retriever, young male,
found on campus Thursday evening,
Sept. 1. Call 261-1414 for additional information.
Bored with UMSL? Want more out of
life? Consider Sigma Tau Gamma
Fraternity. Find out if we are right for
you at our Rush Party, Sept. 16. at
8:30 p.m. We are located at 8660
Natural Bridge Road. For more information, call 427-9364.
Peer Counselors provide EARS
(Empathy, Assistance, and Referral
for Students): Empathy (a listening
ear) for your concer·ns. Assistance in
your personal growth with skill building workshops, and Referrals (on or
off campus) for your needs. Come
visit us at427 SSB, 553-5730.
~

How can you best divide 24 hours between school, work, family and social
life? Catch 24: Managing Your Time,
a free workshop sponsored by Peer
Counseling, can help. Call 553-5711
or drop by 427 SSB for more
information.

Help Wanted
Learn TV production. AmericaQ
Cablevision is seeking college students to earn speech credits while
learning television production. Great
experience; many trainees move into
the television industry. Work on live
or taped programming including
sports, news and human interest programs. For information. call the programming department at 524- 6880.
Part-time working mother needs
part-time student help. Help with
home and two young children. Near
UMSL Flexible hours. Call 383-2729.
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
placing posters on campus. Bonus
based on results. Prizes awarded as
well. 800-526-0883.

Need a professional resume for that
special
intervieW?
Professional
writer will help you look good on
paper.
Resumes
That
Work,
727-9577.
Be your own boss. Earn up to $500
per week on a part-time basis only.
This is a no-hype, solid product.
Please call 576-7917' for further
information.
Entrepreneur wanted: Want to make
money? Want to get a great recommendation in travel, banking, bookkeeping, marketing and advertising?
Are you an entrepreneur person who
wants to be a tour director? Do you
stick with a job until you succeed?
We pay commission plus free trips to
ski and spri.ng break areas. Send us
your resume with your address and
telephone number. We will be in
touch. Send immediately to: Coastal
Tours Inc., P.O. Box 68, Oak Forest,
III.. 60452. Phone: (314) 535-3212.
Wanted: All Business majors come
" Meet the Chapter'of Delta Sigma Pi,
Friday, Sept. 16, 1:15 p.m., in Room
78 J.C. Penney.
Attention Delta Sigma Pi Members: Remember the meeting this
Friday at 1: 15 in Room 78 J.C:
Penney.
We are introducing to the general
public classes in development in the
metaphysical field. These classes
are designed to help people develop
their psyche and to learn how everything works in harmony. Basic principles in application. Interested? Call
423-4635 or 428-81 02.

For Sale
1976 Cutlass Supreme Broughan.
great condition, power steering,
power brakes, cruise. and T-top.
$2.500. Call 361-2242.

1978 Pontiac Trans Am, gold, 6.6
liter, T-tops, power steering and
brakes, power windows, power door
locks, ale, cruise control, tilt steering
wheel, rear window defrost, Alpine
AM/FM/cassette.
Runs
great.
$4,600. Call 741 - 5895.
Wurlitzer console piano, walnut, 17
months old, $1 ,350 . Call 278- 4070
after 3 :30 p.m. weekdays.

1974 VW Bug. extra clean. Radial
tires; good tread. 66,000 miles,
$2,300. Call 727-5030 evenings.
1974 Pinto Squire Wagon, air,
4-speed, new tires, battery, shocks,
AM-FM cassette. Some rust. $600.
Call Joe, 837 - 2115.
1976 AMC Matador, 4-door sedan.
tan with vinyl top. Automatic power
steering and brakes, air, radio, rust
proofed, 2 snow tires mounted on
wheels, other extras. 64,000 miles.
$1,495 - below blue book price. Call
576-5123.
1968 Cadillac Hearse custom built
by S & S. 75.000 original miles, runs
and drives great, no dents, very little
rust, fun car, also good for hauling
band equipment, lots of room. Black
with navy blue interior. $925 or
reasonable offer. 291-4786.
Heil Pro 200 B Power amplifier. 150
watts. Used two times. Excellent condition., Must sell immediately. $350
or best offer. 296-8107. ask for Bob.
Classi;ieds Ads are free of charge
for UMSL students and faculty and
staff members. Please place your
ad on the Classified Ad Forms
available at the Current offices, 1
Blue Metal Office Building orthe
UniversityCenter Information Desk.
Include your name, 10 number,
phone number, and the classifica. tion under which your ad should
run_ Due to space limitations, only
one ad per subject may run.
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Lane and students create local Emmy nominee

-

UMSL professor Carla Lane,
student Denny Dirksen and several UMSL alumni may have felt
like proud 'parents this past Saturday evening ' as they 1,Ittended
the 1983 St. Louis Emmy Awards
presentation. Lane and Dirksen
were both involved in the production of "Child Abuse: A Family
Tradition," a three-hour documentary nominated.for an Emmy
by the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences' St.
Louis chapter. Lane produced
the show in conjunction with
Group W Cable; Dirksen worked
as a writer, researcher and production assistant.
Although the show did not win
an Emmy, Dirksen said that anyone nominated who does not win
an Emmy is considered to have
taken second place.
"The nomination itself is an
achievement, " Dirksen said.
"What's nominated .is what's supposed to be best. To even be
nominated is to be held in high
esteem."
Lane's production company,
Origin IV, provided half of the
funding for the project and applied to Group W' s national office
for a focus grant that would furnish the other half of the financing. Once the grant was received,
Lane, who was executive producer, writer/researcher, and
co-editor of the program , had
Group W's production facilities
at her disposal in order to produce the show. This arrangement
provided Origin IV with a place to
produce the documentary, and
once the show was completed,
supplied Group W with programming material.
Last fall Dirksen, a mass communication major, met Lane when
he enrolled in "Promotion, Publicity, and Advertising in Broadcasting"; a class that Lane teaches
at UMSL. As Lane offers her
students opportunities to get involved in her productions , Dirksen worked with her on last year's

J

Emmy Awards show and assisted
her efforts on the Advertising
Federation of St.· Louis' Flair
Awards. The AFSL Flair Awards
recognize outstanding achievement in advertising and communication, and last November
the AFSL mimed Lane as its " Ad
Person of the Year," a distinction
which she currently still possesses.
Dirksen said the work turned
out to be somewhat of a revelation for him. "It's contact with
the real world ," he said. "Life at
the university is kind of sheltered. I had certain expectations
of what working in television was
like. I saw it as glamorous. I
never thought of all the production that goes into the show."

Dirksen said he feels more
students should get involved in
hands-on work in their fields .
" It's best to get involved in as
much of it as you have time for
before you get out of school,"
said the senior. "There's a lot to
, be learned from it. "
Because of that excitement
and great learning experience,
Dirksen was interested in doing
more such work. Last spring,
Lane offered him the opportunity
to work on the child abuse documentary as a writer/researcher
and production assistant. He
then signed up for a section of
" Special Projects in Communication," an independent
study course arranged through
the speech communication department. This enabled him to
receive credit for his efforts on
the production. Under Lane's
supervision, Dirksen did some
pr~-interviewing, arranged times
for the videotaping of the interviews, and also researched and
wrote some of the questions for
the program.
Considering the professional
level and seriousness of her work,
Lane was asked why she would
risk the use of non-professionals
in her endeavors. " Once I get a

'The nomination
in itself is an
achievement. TQ
even be nominated
is to be held in
high esteem.'
- Denny Dirksen
student to a point where they can
perform the things, then it helps
me; and I have also built somebody to be able to give them the
responsibility. It looks good on
their resume and makes me look
good as a teacher. I get a kick out
of it, it has been fim for me, and it
is creativity for me. Part of what
I do with all my things is ' How
much can I inspire somebody?' I
find that in working with students
all the time."
Lane feels strongly about student' involvement in extracurricular activities. She contends
that students who do not take
advantage of occasional opportunities to get involved in professional productions do not get
enough exposure to the " r~al
world. " "There's a difference between getting an education and
getting a degree," she explained.
Lane believes being a part of a
professional production helps
students to gain insight into what
a career in the communjcation
field is all about, and also gives
them a sense of parti~ipation :
"Like with the Emmys last year,
that set design that we did last
year was great experience; that's
like when the set shows up on the
screen, 'Where did it come from?'
Well there now are twenty-five
kids who know how a set gets into
being, and had the satisfaction of
seeing it on TV last year and
knowing they painted that column, .
or they did that strip of lights . ..
it gives them a sense of ful-

YES. YOU MISS A LOT
WITH ARMY ROTC.
A lot of job interviews, employm~nt offices, and all the hassles
that go into trying to land
a job after college.
With Army ROTC,
you have a job waiting for
you. The job of a second
lieutenant.
You'll receive all the
privileges, prestige, and
responsibilities of a junior
executive.
You'll lead and
motivate people. And
manage the millions
, of dollars of equipment
entrusted to YV~"'-"'__ _

So enroll in Army
ROTC today. You'll miss a lot
-and you'll be glad you did .
For more information ,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOU CAN BE.
At UMSL, ·call
Capt. Mike Sloan
at 553- 5176

fillment. "
In addition to Dirksen, there
are some former UMSL students
who took part in this year's
Emmy nominated production.
Group W employee Ava Brown, a
1981 graduate of UMSL, functioned as technical director and
co-editor of the child abuse program. Brown has also received a
separate nomination for "Beatrix," a show in the fine arts programming category which she
co-produced. Tony Angeles, also
an employee of Group W·and an
UMSL a'Iumnus, served as director of the documentary. Another
UMSL alumnus, Sam Passifume,
although not involved with the
child abuse project, won an Emmy
in the ca.t egory of entertainment
programming; Passifume works
for Group W too. Not only have all
these people been associatd with
the UMSL speech communication department, but each has at
one time or another been a student of Carla Lane.
The project was a team _e ffort,
Dirksen said. "Everybody has a
part," he explained. "Some people are more important than
others. But no one person could
do it alone. You learn to rely on
people because you have to."
Looking ahead, Lane said she
is optimistic about job opportunities for UMSL communication students. She points out that
once the economy loosens up, so
will job openings. St. Louis is an
important city in terms of the
printing industry; and according
to Lane, that means jobs for
writers, layout persons and de-

signers. The fact that St. Louis is
the home of many l:;lrge busineses and world headquarters
, for such corporations as McDonnell-Douglas Corp. and Monsanto
Co. also translates into employment possibilities in the form of
training and motivation video. A
class which she has taught in the
past, and will probably teach
next spring,"Script Writing for
Business and Industry," is the
kind of course offering that helps
to make students more employable, Lane said. She also asserted, " If we had more money for
such programs, UMSL could be
the seed of industrial training in
the United States."
With the growing number of
advertising and production companies, the presence of network
and independent stations, plus
the expansion of cable TV as a
national competitor in the video
market, St. Louis is a good place
to be, Lane believes. Coming from
an accomplished profeSSional
such as Carla Lane, that should
be comforting news to UMSL
communication students.
This Saturday evening proved
to be exciting for both UMSL professor Carla Lane ' and student
Denny Dirksen. They will receive certificates for their
achievement.
One thing is certain: with a
professor, a student, and alumnae being part of an effort that
has been nominated for such a respected award as an Emmy, it is
clear that UMSL is already a
winner.

UMSL to sponsor
early years conference'
The 15th annual Crucial Early
Years Conference, sponsored by
the Continuing Education-Extension Division at UMSL, will be
held Saturday, Oct. 1 at McCluer
North High School, 705 North
Waterford.
The conference has been designed to benefit parents, teachers, administrators, social workers
and students in teacher education. Topics for workshops scheduled throughout the day will range
from creative activities for the
home and classro'om to developing reading, math and science
skills.
Featured speaker for the conference is Neil Postman, professor in communications at New

. York University. Hi's topic will
De " The Disappearance of Childhood. " Postman is the editor of
Et cetera, the journal of general
semantics. He is the author of
fourteen books, including "Teaching as a Subversive Activity,"
"Language in America/' "·Teach ~
ing as a Conserving Activity,"
and, recently, "The Disappearance of Childhood."
Preregistration for the conference is $19 for singles or $25
per couple. Fee includes lunch,
coffee and materials.
More information about the
conference may be obtained by
calling Clark Hickman at 5535961.

PROJECT PHILIP
A new unique Bible Study designed for everyone.
Interde nominational. working in 45 c ountries
Provides correspondence course

Personal study, unless otherwise desired.
Offered free of c harge. Free Bible.
Provided by:
Project Philip - College Campus
P.O. Box I I ~,() I - Clayton P.O.
Sl. Louis. MO 63 I 05

"Let A Bible Change Your Life."

TUTORS>
,NEEDED
ALL COURSES.
APPLY IN ROOM
507 Tower.
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Freshmen feel the 'byte' of computer costs
POTSDAM, N.Y. (CPS) - For
most freshmen, registration's
long lines, heat, missed course
sections and frustrations are
cause to wonder why they bothered
to come to college.
But for freshman accounting
major Jackie Pouliot, the events
transpiring on her first day of
registration at Clarkson College
"weighed a lot on my decision to
come here."
Freshman engineering major
-Steve Safranek likened the Aug.
25 registration to Christmas
morning, when he, Pouliot and
8000 other freshmen each got
eight boxes to cart back to t heir
dorms.
Once there, t hey hastily unpacked the boxes to find new
Zenith Z-100 personal computers. They inserted accompanying " demo disks," and
stared at the monochrome
screens in silent homage.
Clarkson thus goes down in
history as the first college to
require all entering freshmen to
buy not only paper, pens and textbooks, but microcomputers.
A week later, Stevens Institute
of Technology in New Jersey became the second school to impose the new requirement.
And more are enlisting in the
long-touted campus computer
revolution each term.
This winter, Drexel University
in Philadelphia will require its
freshmen to buy a new wonder
Apple computer, which college
officials grandly call the AppleDU.
Even more are only months
from similar steps: CarnegieMellon, Brown and Pepperdine
universities, Vassar and Dartmouth colleges, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
the Rochester Institute of Technology, to name a few.
"What's happening at Stevens
and Clarkson merely heralds
what is to come," predicted Alfred Bork, a physics and computer science' professor at the
University of California-Irvine.

"I think we all agree the day is
near when all studeants will be
required to bring computers with
them to campus. "
The remaining questions seem
to be just how and when that will
happen, what the costs will be,
how the computers will affect
everyday campus life, and, as
Bork pOinted out, if educators
can actually create courses that
will use the machines.
" It's one thing for everyone to
come to campus with a certain
piece of hardware;' he said. "It's
another to make them useful, and
to design a curriculum around
them. That will take awhile, and
it doesn't happen automatically."
Clarkson, for example, lacks
not only a campus'network to link
its computers but even phones in
the dorm rooms. There are no
courses designed specifically for
using the computers yet.
"Unfortunately , about all I can
say at this point is that, among
schools implementing computer
programs, the variety is enormous, the interest is enormous,
and the confusion is enormous,"
said Steven Gilbert, director of
the EDUCOM Computer Literacy
Project, which is trying to link
whole campuses to each other.
"The cost is also enormous,"
added Bernard Sagik, vice president of academic affairs at
Drexel.
" By spring," he said, "we
should have lost a few machines
to theft, encountered numerous
breakdowns, and have solved problems we haven't even thought of
yet."
Sagik estimates students will
have to pay over $1,000 each for
their computers, but isn't sure if
they'll be charged on lump sum
or be allowed to pay it off gradually .
. Like most of the other schools,
Drexel has a special deal to buy
machines in bulk, and then distribute them to students at a discount.
Stevens students pay a one-

--------------------------------
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Across
Mark Twain Gym
on Florrissant Rd ..
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:

5 Minute Luncheon
Pizza - Salad - Soda
All For $ 3.80
Call in for Carry -Out
or place your order for Eat-In
,
522-8181
.

.Bring In Ad For Discount

Pianist Eugene Istomin will be
the featured soloist when the
Kammergild chamber orchestra
opens its sixth season on Sunday,
Oct. 9.
The concert will begin at 8 p.m.
in the J.C. Penney Auditorium.
The Kammergild is UMSL's orchestra-in-residence.
Maestro Lazar Gosman has
chosen three works by Johann
Sebastian Bach, in keeping with
the season's theme of " Basically
Bach." In addition, Istomin will
perform Mozart's E-flat m ajor
piano concerto, No. 14, K. 449 .
The three Bach works are the
3rd Brandenburg Concerto; the
trio from the " Musical Offering";
and a concerto in C-minor for
violin and oboe, with Gosman the
violin soloist and Barbara Herr
on oboe.,
This year marks ~he 40th an-

niversary of Istomin's winning
the Philadelphia Orchestra's
Youth Contest, and in those ensuing years he has played with
many of the world's major orchestras. His world tours often
have covered more than 100,000
miles annually. Istomin, Leonard Rose, and Isaac Stern have
performed together as the Beaux
Arts Trio since 1961. Just recently Istomin and Stern completed
a monumental recording of all
the Beethoven violin and piano
sonatas for Columbia Records, a
three-record set which will be
issued early next year.
Tickets are $8 for reserved
seating and $5 for open seats,
with special discounts available
for senior citizens and students.
Season tickets may also still be
purchased. For information call
553-5991.

r-----------------------------------------,
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UMSL PROGRAM BOARD
CONCERT COMMITTEE SURVEY

1. Are you a day student? ____ evening student? _ _ _ _
2. Which types of concerts would you like to see at UMSL?
_ _ _ _ a. coffeehouse concerts
_ _ _ _ b. intimate evening performances (J.C. Penney)
_ _ __ c. medium to large scale events in the Mark Twain Building

I
I
I
I
I
I

How much would you be willing to pay for events b. or c.?
3.

How many concerts do you attend annually? _ _ __

4. Would you like to see the Concert Committee subsidize tickets to outside
events, ego Kiel Auditorium, The Checkerdome, The Fabulous Fox, West Port
If yes, which ones? (Please circle)
Playhouse?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Jean Luc Ponty
Dizzy Gillespie
Fleshtones
Angela Botill
Phoebe Snow
Greg Khin
REM
Men With Out Hats
Ronnie Laws
Talking Heads
Melissa Manchester
Billy Idol
The Tubes
Stevie Ray Vaughn
Eddie Grant
Naked Eyes
Blotto
U-2

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Michael McDonald
Stephen Stills
Dave Mason
Leon Redbone
Jeff Lorber Fusion
Nicolette Larons
The Dirt Band
The Motels
Santana
Tom Chapin
The Duke Ellington Orchestra
Michael Stanley Band
Maynard Ferguson
Bow Wow Wow
James Brown Revue
Ramsey Lewis
English Beat
Outlaws

KY98

KADI

KWMU

I

WIL

7. What type of music do you listen to most often? (circle)
New Music/New Wave Top 40 Adult Contemporary Country
Rock & Roll Rhythm & Blues/Soul Jazz Other

GUARANTEED

I

assistant to Stevens' president.
All dorm rooms now have bunk
beds . .
Carnegie-Mellon, which has
the most ambitious computer
plans annou,nced to date, is rewiring, remodeling and reshaping the entire campus to make
way for a 7,500-computer network which administrator Doug
Van Howeling hopes to have in
place in four or five years.

Kammergild opens season

6. What radio station do you listen to? (circle)
KHTR KMJM WZEN KWK KSHE KS94
WMRY Other _ _ __

I

I

wouldn't have assignments zapped
into oblivion by power surges
or outages.
,
And campus maintenance workers spent the summer ripping
up dorm rooms when they found
computers use up enough desk
space to make twin beds impossible.
"We found we needed twice the
desk area" available last year,
said Thomas Lunghard , special

5. Check the Musical artists you are familiar with:

Pitcher of Soda With Any.
Small- Medium - Large
Eat-In Pizza
or
I
I
I
I
I
I

time $1 ,800 for their Digital
Equipment Corp. Professional
325 computers.
Even at that, said Stevens
spokeswoman Amy Bass, " Students will be getting a $4 ,400
computer system fOl':$I ,800."
Clarkson students will pay a
total $1 ,600 for their $3,600 systems, but at the rate of $200 a
term. They won't own them until
they make the final $200 payment, however, added Clarkson
spokeswoman Helen Chapple.
The value of a campus monopoly to a company like Zenith
can be huge. It's " A real big step
for us ," said public relations
head Steve Ingish. Zenith will be
selling about 1,000 microcomputers a year to Clarkson students.
" Besides being such an impressive sales account, we're
looking down the road when we
have thousands of students graduating from Clarkson with Z-100s
under their arms," Ingish said.
"We hope they'll keep purchasing
Zenith products, and t hat t hey'll
take them out into the job market
with them as well. "
The computers had a similar
marketing impact on Clarkson,
where applications increased by
25 percent in the weeks after the
school annonunced its computer
program last October.
Schools are undergoing physical changes, too .
Stevens completely rewired
its dorms to ensure students

l ______________________________ _

I
I
I 8. What age range do you fall into? (circle)
I
18-20 21-25 25-30 Over 30
I
I
I 9. Additional Comments/Suggestions - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I
I 10. If you would be willing to serve on the concert committee please leave your
name and phone number.
•
I
Thanx,
I
The Concert Committee
I
I
I
Please turn in thi s survey to Room 250 University Center
I
or the Information Desk.
.I

L --------

--- ------------------------------~
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----111 __
------112111-
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• "The Mouse That Roared," a
Peter Sellers film classic, is presented
by the Psychology Organization at 2
p.m. in Room 126 SSB. Admission is
free.

• Men's soccer vs. Lindenwood
College at 7:30 p.m. on the Mark
Twain Field.

• "First BloOd," starring Sylvester
Stallone, is presented at 7:30 and 10
p.m. at 101 Stadler Hall. Admission is
$1 for students with an UMSL 10 and
$1.50 for the general public.

_W_e_d_"_e_sd_a......
y

• UMSL men's soccer vs. Xavier
University at 7:30 p.m. on the Mark
Twain Field. The University of Missouri-Rolla takes on Sam Houston
State University at 5 :30 p.m. Admission is free to students with an UMSL
10, $1 for UMSL faculty and staff,
sen ior citizens and chi Idren, and $2 for
.non-students and adults. For information, call 553-5121 .
• A first aid course for UMSL employees will be offered from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the McDonnell Conference Room,331 SSB. Enroll by calling
Rita O'Brien, Safety and Risk Management Office, 553-6363. Enrollment is
limited.
• All UMSL chess players are invited to attend the Chess Club's first
organizational meeting at 3 p.m. in
Room 75 J.C. Penney. The group plans
to organize the first UMSL Chess
Open. Ca1l389-9116 or 878-5839 for
more information.

• A Computer Club meeting for all
MIS/Computer Science students will
be held at noon in the McDonnell Conference Room, 331 SSB. The agenda
includes announcing upcoming events
and coordinating activities forthe upcoming semester. For more information, call
the Computer Center at 553-6000.

• A faculty piano recital, featuring
Evelyn Mitchell, associate professor
of music at UMSL, will be held at 8 p.m.
in the J.C. Penney Auditorium. The program includes selections by Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Chopin and
Berg. Admission is free. For more information, call the music department at
553-5980.

------1/1 711-__
.• UMSL men's soccer vs. Sam
Houston State University at 7 :30 p.m.
'on the Mark Twain Field. The University of Missouri-Rolla takes on Xavier
University at 5:30 p.m.
• "First Blood" continues as part of
the University Program Board Film
Series. See Friday for information.

• The Intramural Tennis Tournament begins. All draws and match
schedules are posted in the Intramural Office. Call 553-5124 for more
information.
• KWMU presents George Winston.
in a solo piano evening at Powell
Symphony Hall, at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$8.50 , ~9 . 50 and $1 0.50 and are available at Ticketmaster outlets, FamousBarr, Team Togs and Tickets and
Regal Sports. For phone charges, call
Dialtix at 644-1700.

S_u"_d.....
ay

• JamE"s Neal Primm, author of "Lion

of the Valley," a best-selling history ot St
Louis, and chairman of the UMSL history
department, will be among 36 authors
during an autographing party at 2 p.m. at
B. Dalton Bookseller, 111 Alton Square.

----111 91

t--_ _
Mo_"_da
.....y

• The Video Cinema Series presents "Eye for an Eye" and "Let's Do It
Again" on the large-screen TV located
in the University Center's Video Room
(adjacent to the Summit lounge). The
Video Room is open Monday through
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 5 to
8:30 p.m. and Friday from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. There is no admission charge.

Women Writers, 1835 to 1982: History, Issues and Themes," a lecture by
Susan Koppelman, from 1 to 2 p.m. at
318 Lucas Hall. The lecture is cosponsored by the English department.
Call 553-5467 for more information.
• The Collegiate Anti-Communists
sponsor a lecture by Tim Wier on the
effects of the Federal Reserve and big
government on the economy at 1 p.m.
at 206 SSB. Wier is a businessman and
a former teacher at the Belleville Area
Junior College.

------11 22 1 -__

T_hu_r_sd_a......
y

------111 all-__
• Women's soccer vs. Lindenwood
College at 2 p.m. on the Mark Twain
Field.

• "Wednesday Noon Live," featuring the band Candy, is held on the
University Center Patio from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. In case of rain the concert will be
in the University Center Lounge.
• The Women's Studies Program
Series presents "Short Stories by U.S.

S_a_tu_rd_a....
y

• Women'ssoccervs. Missouri Baptist College at 2 p.m. on the Mark Twain
' Field.

• A dream seminar, sponsored by
the Psychology Organization, will be
held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at 101
Stadler Hall. A panel of experts will
examine how to problem-solve, relieve
stress and learn more effectively by
using your dreams. Admission is 99
cents. Call 553-5391 for information.

• "Biotechnology: Fact and Fantasy," a seminar by Eric Dunlop, is
held at 4 p.m. in Room 120 Benton
Hall. Dr. Dunlop is director of the Center for Biotechnology and a professor
of Chemical Engineering at Washington University.

• The Math Club is sponsoring a,
presentation by Joseph M. Vogl, an
actuarial scientist from William M.
Mercer Inc., at 2 p.m. Please check the

Math Club bulletin board on the fifth
floor of Clark Hall forthe room number.
Refreshments will be served.

kwmu programming
• Weekdays
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
11 p.m.-6 am. Pipeline (Student
Staff)
• Saturdays
midnight-6 a.m. Pipeline
9 p.m. Jazz Spectrum
11 p.m.-6 a.m. Fusion 91 (Student
Staff)
,

• Sundays
7-8 p.m. Creative Aging. A program by, for and about retired
people.
10:30-11 :30 p.rn. Sunday Magazine.
The Student Staff reviews the
week's news events.
11 :30 p.m.-.midnight Sports Spectrum. The Student Staff reviews
the week in sports.
midnight-6 a.m. Miles Beyond
(Student Staff)

"Telme once Iost can never b
e d. ,,.
e regrune
If your group or project should be
displayed on the calendar page,
be certain that you notify us
with plenty of time to spare.

------41201~__

Tu_e_s_da......
y

..

• A leadership training workshop
for women is offered from 1 to 5 p.m. in
the Counseling Center, 427 SSB, by
the Women's Center and the Counseling Center. Due to limited enrollment,
preregistration at either center is
necessary. There is no fee for the

workshop. For more information, call
553-5380 or 553-5711.
• Pi Sigma Epsilon will hold a new
member meeting at 2 p.m. in Ro<.>m
229 J.C. Penney.

Calendar requirements
Material for "around UMSL" should be
submitted in writing no later than 3
p.m. Friday of the week before publication to Tina Schneider, around UMSL
~ditor, Current, 1 Blue Metal Office

Building, 8001 Natural Bridge Road,
St. Louis, Mo. 63121. Phone i.tems
cannot be accepted. Material may be
edited or excluded to satisfy space or
content requirements.
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sp-orts
UMSL loses No.2
Ken Eckert
assistant sports editor

ALL FOR NAUGHT: SLU dominated the St. Louis Cup. TOP:
Tom Olwig battles a SLU defender. BOTTOM: Mike Pieri controls the ball pt midfield.

Making history is not always
pleasant, as the UMSL men's soccer team can attest to after falling to the Saint Louis University
Billikens 3-1 Saturday night.
The ' game was ' the first to be
played at the newly constructed
St. Louis Soccer Park in Fenton,
Mo. It was a game that the frustrated Rivermen would not like
to repeat.
The scoring opened at 28 minutes, 38 seconds of the first half.
Steve Hunsicker of SLU crossed
a pass to teammate and Billiken
standout Tom ,Hayes, who beat
UMSL goalkeeper Scott Graham
with a headball . .Shortly after,
Hayes scored again at 34:20 from

another assist by Hunsicker for a
2-0 advantage.
UMSL was not without its opportunities in the first half. Pat
Baker, the acrobatic keeper for
SLU, made several key saves to
keep his team on top at intermission. Baker pulled two big stops
on Tom Olwig and Mike Pieri. "In
the first half it couldn've been 22," said SLU mentor, Joe Clarke.
Twenty minutes into the second half the scoring opened again
as Olwig headed the ball by Baker
to break the shutout. John O'Mara
got the assist and the Rivermen
were back in the game, trailing
only 2-1. With less than nine
minutes left the Billikens got
some breathing room as a shot
from Steve Maurer penetratd and
gave SLU the final goal. Hayes
again was in on the goal, picking
up the assist.
UMSL dominated the second
half but not where it counted. As .
in their first game, the Rivermen
outshot their opponents (14-12)
but came up short in goals. "We
had enough chances but we didn't
convert," said UMSL coach Don
Dallas. "They converted on three
of 12 shots which is pretty good."
"We've got to eliminate giving
up goals," said Dallas. "When
you give up five goals in two
games you're not going to win too
many soccer games. "
In corner kicks UMSL had three
while SLU had four . Fouls were
close with UMSL's 17 being only
one greater than SLU's 16.
Perhaps the key to the game
was the play of Baker in the
billikens' net. He came up with 10
saves, to Graham's six: Clarke

was grateful for his goalie's topnotch performance, and Dallas
said of the keeper, "When the
stops haa to lle made, he made
them."
As a high school standout
Baker was one of the most soughtafter goalies in the state. Since
playing at SLU, the junior has
been an important part of the
success of its program.
Hayes didn't help UMSL either,
as he scored two goals in addition
to getting one assist. Hayes has
scored in every game that he has
.played in this year.
Despite Baker and Hayes the
Rivermen were still in the game.
"I thought UMSL played well they ' could have won the game,"
Clarke said. "I don't think the
score was indicative of the game."
He also added that the last few
games between the Rivermen
and Billikens have been close in
the caliber of play. When the
injury-plagued Rivermen get healthy, Clarke said, that they will be
much tougher.
Dallas was pleased with what
he saw of his team and said that
they are playing well as a unit.
Lance Polette was pushed back
to sweeper from forward due to
injuries and did a good job there
according to Dallas. Also, he
said, "Joe Horthkamp did a good
job of covering Hayes even though
he scored two goals. "
O' Mara, Mike Pieri, and John
Pallett were also effective in
their positions, said Dallas. Pallett had been injured and played
after being out of practice all
week.
. See "Rivermen," page 13

Kickers' Cincinnati saunter-so-so, says Hudson
Dan Kimack
sports editor

Maybe Riverwomen coach Ken
Hudson didn't know what he was
getting himself into last year
when he scheduled a season
opening tournament at the University of Cincinnati's Nippert
Stadium.
He knew his opponents in the
Lady Bearcats tournament Hartwick College, the University
of Cincinnati and the University
of Central Florida - would be
nationally ranked at the beginning of the season. What he didn't
know was a couple of key veterans wouldn't return to help out.
And even though the women
kickers dropped their first-ever
regular season contest to Central
Florida in the championship
match, what Hudson may not
have known might not have hurt
him.
.
"We had some easy games early

last year," Hudson said. "This
year we were tested and we
learned a lot more, especially the
new players.
"The pressure are off now with
the loss," he added.
The Riverwomen, ranked fourth
in the nation during preseason,
finished second in the tournament. A 1-0 overtime victory
over Hartwick College in the first
round and a 1-0 win against the
University of Cincinnati in the
second put the women kickers in
the championship match with the
nation's fourth-ranked team in
Central Florida.
"We didn't have the muscle to
compete with Florida," Hudson
said.
Central Florida not only outmuscled the Riverwomen, but
out-chanced them as well en route
to a 2-0 decision.
Central Florida's two goals,
Hudson said, were not all that
clean. After a Florida midfielder

lofted a ball into the box, UMSL
goalkeeper Ruth Harker.went up
in the air to grab the ball and
came down on the opposition's
striker. Harker was called for the
foul and Central was awarded a
- penalty kick at 55 minutes, and 38
seconds.
" It was 50-50," Hudson said.
"Referees usually don't make the
call on something like that. "
This time they did and Mary
. Varas ripped a shot past Harker
for a 1-0 advantage.
"That goal kind of messed her
up forthe rest ofthe game," Hudson added.
Florida's second goal was also
a fluke , Hudson said.
After working an offsides trap
throughout much of the contest,
the Riverwomen once again broke
upfield trying to catch Central
Florida napping. But to the chagrin of the women kickers, the
referee was the one napping,
Hudson said.

Central Florida played past
the Riverwomen strategy passing into the corner. From there
came a high corner shot that
Harker was unable to control.
Chris Kessler pushed the ball
into the net for Central Florida's
second and final goal at 65:00.
" If it's any consolation," Hudson said, "their coach conceeded
the play was offsides."
The Riverwomen head mentor
felt the game was evenly played,
,even though his kickers weren't
able to score. Neither team had
good scoring opportunities and
much of the game was played at
midfield.
" I'm confident we can play
with anyone, now," Hudson said.
In actuality, the championship
game wasn't the only match in
. which the Riverwomen were shut
down. In first round action,
UMSLoutshot Hartwick23-2, but
poor shot selection kept the ball
from folding the opposition's net,

Hudson said.
It took Neen Kelley's overtime
shot and -Ruth Harker's diving
save on Hartwick's fourth shot to
gain a victory.
"We controlled the whole
game," Hudson said, " but it was
still shaky. They didn't even get
the ball into our half in the first
part of the game."
The victory put UMSL in
second-round action with Cincinnati, a game Hudson felt was the
Riverwomen's finest outing of
the weekend.
"We were comparable to last
year's mid-season performance," Hudson praised.
The 1-0 victory was an excellent defensive effort, he said.
And it took the defense, Harker in
particular, to get the offense going. After Hudson had consistently told Harker to punt the ball
out to the wings , she delivered a
See "Riverwomen," page 13

Ford hosts volleyball;
open to all students
Students interested in intramural volleyball competition are
invited to sign up for the Ford
Bronco 2 Volleyball Classic, to be
held at UMSL next month.
Tournament play begins Oct. 3
and will continue for four weeks,
with games being played at the
Mark Twain Building. All students are invited to participate,
or just watch the competition.
Three divisions of play will be
offered - Open Men's, Women's,
and co-recreational. No intercollegiate team of past intramural fifiaiist teams may compete together.

Ford, which is the official car
and truck sponsor for the United
State's men's and women's volleyball teams, is providing
T-shirts, prizes, supplies and
equiptment for the volleyball
tournament as part of their commitment to support college recreational sports.
Anyone interested in playing
should register from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the Intramural Office. If
you have any questions, or seek
more information, call Larry
Coffin at 553-5125, or Debbie
Creath at 423-2610.

GOTCHA: ROTC and the Zebras battle in early intramural action. Look for intramural scores and
more in upcoming issues of the Current.
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Rech's netters
drop invitational
Kurt Jacob
reporter

One of the biggest preseason
frets that Coach Cindy Rech had
about her UMSL volleyball team
was its inexperience. With only
one starter and three players
returning from last year's squad,
she had good reason to fret.
Last weekend, her fears became reality.
UMSL dropped its first three
matches of the season last Fri day and Saturday in the seasonopening UMSL tournament.
In the first match Friday night,
UMSL faced Division I Western
Kentucky University. After losing the first game 15-12, UMSL
bounced back in the second one
. 15-9. In the rubber game, Western Kentucky defeated the Riverwomen 15-10.
"With all the new players,"
Rech said, "we had a hard time
finding each other and playing
together.

"I was afraid that might
happen. "
UMSL, not able to take advantage of numerous mistakes committed by the Kentucky team,
stayed close but couldn't get over
the hump in the third game.
"We should have won that
opening match," Rech said,
"Western Kentucky gave us many
opportunities. They had a lot of
serve-outs but we couldn't take
the advantage.
"We can play better than we
did but between the first-match
jitters and not playing that well
together, we couldn't take them."
In their second match Friday
night, UMSL faced a very tough
opponent in yet another Division
·1 foe, Bradley University .
Bradley, who may not be as
tough as their top-20 team last
year, still proved to be too much
for the younger UMSI troops.
See "Volleyball," page 14

Sharon Kubatzky

SPIKED: The women's volleyball team dropped three matches in their home-opening tournament. Rech, however, still has faith in her key players, especially Debbie Shores.

Fowler, newly named swim coach, here to stay
Dan Kimack
sports editor

Rich Fowler, named last spring as the men's and women's
varsity swimming coach by Athletic Director Chuck Smith,
plans to stick around a little longer - a lot longer, perhaps - than
his short-term predecessors.
Fowler, who coached the Mehlville Senior High School boys'
team since 1967 and the girls'
team there the past two s.e asons,
succeeds former UMSL swimming coach Greg Conway, who
resigned in March after two years
at the helm. Conway became the
fourth coach in five years to hang
up the fins.
"I'm not planning to be here for
a short term," Fowler said. " I
didn't leave the Mehlville program to come here for one year;
you don't leave such a successful
high school program for something like that. "
Mehlville swimming was successful, indeed. However, exact
numbers elude the UMSL newcomer as he spent five hydrated

years of coaching at Mehlville
without the luxury of a swimming
pool.
But . . .
" I know we were good even
then," Fowler said. " Overall, I
guess we were around .750 (winloss percentage), but the last
couple of years have been outstanding - 22--4 , 20-2, seasons
like that. "
And it's seasons like that which
brought Fowler prestige and accolades as his swimming squad
boasted an eighth-place finish in
the state competition. Eighth
place, though, proved a disappointment for Fowler, who thought
his team was a shoo-in for the
top billing.
Aside from high school coaching, Fowler l!as experience as the
director of adult swimming education classes and summer youth
programs for both the Mehlville
School District and St. Louis
County Parks and Recreation
Department, as well as teaching
water safety, officiating area
swim meets and coaching water
polo.

So, what Fowler will bring to
UMSL is experience· in competitive swimming, along with a
commitment to the UMSL swimming program, which, under previous coaches had been lacking.
" And I think there is a commitment on the university's part,
also," Fowler said. "I wouldn't be
here if there wa.s n't.
"We're going to start from the
beginning. We'll be competitive;
th·at's all I can promise," he
added.
Being competitive will certainly better the performance of
last year's swimming program.
The men's squad finished with a
losing mark of 2-6, while the
women were even less impressive at 1-6. Conway, then head
mentor, had hoped to better his
mens record of 7- 3 from the previous year, but instead suffered
frustration .

Rivermen
from page 12
UMSL will face some tough
competition this weekend.
The Rivermen will take on
Xavier University, Sam Houston
State University, Air Force
Academy, University of Missouri-Rolla and Colorado College, among others.
Colorado College recently beat
always-tough Rockhurst College.
"I understand that Xavier has the
best team that they've had in a
long time," said Dallas. " And no
doubt Air Force has their best
team . Everyone is tough."

We're Celebrating
With A

HOT DOG

SUDer

soak"

With only two games played,
UMSL still appe:\rs to be the team
to beat in the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
The Rivermen have lost two tough
matches, but nei~her were ron-

011,$

~for
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"YOU'RE PREGNANT!"

What to do? The choice is yours.
We offer. 0 preCftlllc, tests ollltdicll tI_
o diacnostic uItr.sM 0
o referrals 0 UorIioIs

COllIS.,

" Last year was the pits," Fowler said. " UMSL swimming was
as low as it could go.
"They had the potential with
the boys, though. They were good
kids; there just weren't enough
numbers."
Numbers - those are what
Fowler is looking for. He sees
them as the only way to become
a winner.
"To be competitive, you need
at least 12 good swimmers,"
Fowler said, "preferably 16. If
you only have 12 they had better
be horses."
Fowler, however, may not fill
any such quotas this coming
season. When the '83 swimming
season ended for the Rivermen,
only a handful of men, and not
quite a ~andful of women, remained active.
And as of right now, Fowler is
not blazing any recruiting trails,

and his number of signees stands
at one . .
But nasty letters concerning
recruiting problems should not
be forwarded to the Fowler address. After all, the St. Louis recruiting game was all but locked
when Fowler joined in during the
early part of May - which means,
of course, that almost all of the
top swimming prospects in the
state had previously committed
themselves to other offers - offers which were not coming from
the UMSL program, which was
going down for the third time.
But in one instance, fate shook
hands with the new UMSL swim
coach as highly touted Jeff Boch
accepted a late offer from Fowler. But it's not that Boch, among
the top 12 sprinters in the area
and from Oakville High School,

ference games and they still have
time to get healthy and put it
together.
Prior to the season, Dallas
claimed that numerous key injuries would affect his team, but
he did not know. to what extent the
effect woudld be. The first two
games may be an indication of
the answer.
.

In winning Saturday night,
SLU ·increases its hold in the St. ·
Louis Cup matches to 10-1. The
last time that UMSL won was in
1975.
Dallas and the Rivermen hope
to even their record at 2-2 this
weekend. The weekend wili consist of soccer double-headers
both Friday and Saturday nigllts
at the incomplete UM~L soccer
stadium.
At 5:30 p.m. Friday the University of Missouri-Rolla and UMSL
will follow against Xavier at 7:30
p.ll]: Sat!!r~ay ~lght at 5:3Q I>.m.
Rolla will open against Xavier.
UMSL
play the conclud-·
ing game at 7:30 p.m. against Sam
Houston.

UMSL is ' a young team and
Dallas is not discouraged from
what he has seen of it. ''I'm dissappointed in the fact that we
didn't make our opportunities
but I'm not dissappointed in What"
I've seen if we can take advantage of the opportunities," Dallas
said.
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Riverwomen
from page 12
booming kick to Theresa Napier
at midfield .
Napier turned on the ball and
gapped a pass to Debbie Lewis
who beat the oncoming goalkeeper with a chip shot.

For 10 years our em p :h'] ~I~ ~C~ !::Ieen

on : Support of the womon, informed
consent, education and strict medical
standards and ethics. Physicians are
board certified 08 / GYNS .

See "Fowler," page 14

ETH ICAl SOCI ETY
A Liberal Religious Fellowship
of Ethical Humanists

Sun., Sept. 18, 11 AM.JOHN HOAD,
JAMES F. HORNBACK, .
DENNIS OWSLEY
"ETHICAL RENAISSANCE"
9001 Clayton Road

991-0955

" It was the prettiest play of the
tournament," Hudson said. "The
defense really picked us up after
that; they played great the
whole tournament.
" If this tournament was flipflopped around later in the season, I think we would have won
it," he said. "The heat (120 degrees on the astroturf) really had
an effect on us; you could have
fried an egg out there."

For the tournament, Harker
gained two shutouts and posted a
.667 goals against aVf'rage. The
Riverwomen outshot their opponents by a total of 34-11, and
had 16 corner kicks compared to
six for the bad guys. And with the
physical play of Central Florida,
UMSL was out-fouled 47-29.
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Mark Twain : Gym, weights, racquetball
Kurt Jacob
reporter

Now that the 1983 fall semester is in full swing, many UMSL
students seem to have found
themselves in a fa1TIiliar situation: Some have nothing to do on
campus before, between or after
classes.
Wrong.
A lot of students at UMSI attend school with a common gripe
- no dorms, no social life, nothing to do .
Not necessarily.
It may be a well-known fact

that UMSL isn't in the top 10 in
the country when it comes to
social life but one of the things it
can boast is its recreational facility. In particular, the Mark
Twain Building.

This complex, located at the
north end of campus, offers
everything a 1980s person could
want.
For starters, jogging seems to
be the "in" thing these days,
right? So grab your favorite
Adidas sweatsuit and hop on down
to the spacious Mark Twain
Building. There is plenty of room
inside and out to jog, sprint, run
or just sweat if you so desire. And
even if you don't own $90 running
apparel, both men's and women's
equipment rooms are provided
to supply you with the necessities.
If weightlifting is your game,
you've enrolled at the right university. UMSL sports one of the
finest free-weight and universal
weight facilities around. Located
in the basement of the building,

the weight room opens at 7:30
a.m. every weekday morning and
closes at 5 p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays and at
8:45 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It is also open from 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. on weekends.
So for those of you who just
paid your membership fees at
George Turner'S or Vic Tanny too bad.
"I was going to join Turner's,
said UMSL sophomore Jeff Atchison, " but after I saw what UMSL
has to offer, that would have been
ridiculous.
The complex also boasts indoor raq uetball courts. These
courts, also located in the basement, may be the most popular
facility that is offered. The courts
carry the same hours as the
weight room and can be reserved

Fowler
from page 13

.

was overlooked by other state
colleges in Missouri.
"He already signed at Southeast Missouri State University,
but they dropped their swimming
program," Fowler said. "He was
still going to attend the school
because it was cheap financially,
but he decided he wanted to continue with his swimming.
"He's a good athlete."
One standout swimmer is not
enough, though, according to
Fowler. "You don't make a team
on the college level," he said,
"you recuit one."

Volleyball
from page 13
They swept UMSL 15-3, 15-8.
"Most of their players really
utilized the top-spin serve," Rech
said. "As a result, we would set
with a lot of spin .and we had no
control.
"Bradley executed very well."
On Saturday morning, the UMSL
players awoke to a brand new day
but unfortunately the same
opponent.
When UMSL showed up at the
Mark Twain Building that morning, the same nightmare from the
previous night was waiting Bradley.
The visitors made short work
of their hosts, dumping the Riverwomen 15-1, 15-2.
"We were pretty psyched out
from tl),e n'ight before," Rech said.
"We played with no confidence
and let them control the temp.
"They just outplayed us."
One of the key factors that Rech
sees needing improvement is getting the players to become familiar with each other on the court.
"We had some pretty good
individual play," Rech said, "but
we just didn't play well together.
"We were a little uptight but

TRAFFIC
VIOLATIONS?
Call

CARL F.

KOHNEN
Attorney at Law
Affordable Legal
Representation in all
Traffic Matters

•• OWl
Moving Violations
Suspensions
•• Revocations
• Hardship Licenses
FREE

CONSULTATION
Located in Florissant

921-1948

With that, the rookie finster
coach realizes he will not turn
the UMSL swimming program
around in a Single season. For
him, it will be a slow, methodic
occupation - one which will require a commitment and a steadying influence from a long-term
coach. In other words, if Fowler's
strategies to rebuild UMSL swimming are to follow, he'll have to
stick around for a while.
And not by pure coincidence,
Fowler will continue his work
with the Mehlville girls' team
and also his officiating of local
meets while guiding the finsters

that will change. Everyone will
get used to each other as time
goes on. "
One player Rech will look to
for leadership is Debbie Shores.
Shores, who played very well in
the tournament, is probably
UMSL's most consistent player.
"I can always count on Deb,"
Rech said, " no matter where I put
her, she plays well.
. " She's playing much more aggressively this year too. She, Julie'
Crespi and ~im Hamilton were
definite bright spots over the
weekend ."

"I'm coming in with an open
mind, " he sai(i. "There have been
problems over the last couple of
years in recruiting and the turnover of coaches; it takes a couple
of years to build a program. "
And more likely than not, the
1965 graduate of Southern Illinois
University- Edwardsville
with a master's in business ~d
ucation and a Secondary Principal Certificate from Northeast
Missouri State University will be
coaching here for some number
of years. Hopefully, ne'll stick
around longer than the previous
handful of \!oaches.

and learn how the world of
com pu ters co uld be your
world . too

CONTl\.OL DATA
INSTITUTE

Des Peres Hall
3694W.Pine
St. Louis . 63108

Chip Crow

GIVE ME A LIFT: There's always room for you to work out on
the universal equipment or with Olympic weights at the Mark
Twain weightroom.

ABOUTARMY ROTC?

LIIVING
COLLIGIY

CALL
(314) 534-8181

Right outside the gym, plenty
of intramural information is posted that tells you about intramural deadlines , partiCipation
rules, etc.
Yes , UMSL even has intramurals.
So there you have it. What
more could an active college student ask for? For the low price of
flashing your UMSL ID at Francis, the, friendly Mark Twain
guard, you have access to one of
the finest recreational facilities
in North St. Louis.
Take advantage.

IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK

UMSL, the defending champs
of this ' nine-team affair, will be
looking to keep their title.

Thr ough a new approach to
Individualized Instrucllon .
ContrOl Data Institute can
help you get the tr aining
you need to seek a career as
a Computer Programmer.
Operdtor or Computer Tech-

" Many people don't know about
our pool," said Sandy Moore, Intramural Office secretary.
" I think once the word gets out,
people will start taking advantage," she added.
The gymnasium rounds out this
fine list as it is quite a facility in
itself. The gym provides for many

of the future Larry Birds and Anne
Meyers a place to improve on
their athletic tafents . If you get in
the mood to kick a soccer ball
around or just practice your free
throws., the gym is open from 9:30
a.m . to 2 p.m. every weekday, 6:30
to 9 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday evenings and 1 to 5 p.m. on
weekends.

- both in order to gain greater
strengths in the recruiting department for years to come.
" The girls' season doesn't even
start until the UMSL season has
ended," he said. "It's a tremendous recruiting tool for me."
And while last year's swimming program found di~ension ,
unhappiness among the swimmers and personal conflicts between coach and athlete, Fowler
is confident he can turn things
around and help- UMSL gain a
winning group of swimmers.

UMSL will need a whole team
of bright spots this weekend
when they travel to Principia for
more tournament action.

Control Data Instrtute recommends that you stay and earn
your degree But If we earn'
change your mind. we can
ilt least help you take advantage of the college work
completed so far

by simply calling 553-5652.
The next item on this impressive list of facilities is one a lot of
students are unfamiliar with the Olympic-size pool. The pool
(553-5685) is growing more' popular each day and can be re~
reshingly nice after a long day of
studying or used just to wake you
up in the morning. The pool is
open from 11 a.m . to 2 p.m. o.n
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
and noon to 2 p.m. and 6:30 to 9
p.m. on Tuesday andThursday .
Like the weight room, it also provides recreation from 1 to 5 p.m.
on weekends.
.

• • •

.,

It's the perfect time.
You're a freshman, right? And you want
to make college a real learning experience?
Well. ROTC can add avaluable
dimension to your college education. A
dimension ofleadership and management training. And that'll make your
degree worth more.
ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too .
Plus, the opportunity to graduate
with a commission and
begin your future as an
officer.
For more information, contact your
Professor of Military
Science.

:\t lIMSL. l'<JII
Capt. Mike Slo<Jn

;It
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kuehno's
korner
Jeff Kuehno
sports columnist

Although the UMSL soccer
squad probably didn't realize it
at the time, one of the most popular events that was featured
during the opening-day ceremonies at the St. Louis Soccer
Park in Fenton last Saturday provided a bit of foreshadowing for
UMSL's annual tussle with Saint
Louis University later that
evening.
The event in question was the
" Beat the Goalie" contest, an activity that saw many ambitious
penalty kickers attempt to emulate Georgio Chinaglia and score
a goal against t he world's best
. goalkeepers. Of course, the
shooters looked nothing like
Chinaglia and the goalies, with
the exception of the Steamers
Slobo Ilijevski, were anything
but notorious for throwing their

'Beat the Goalie'; more than fun
bodies in front of flying soccer
balls.
But if UMSL veteran coach
Don Dallas had given it some
thought, he probably would have
required his players to partake in
the just-for-fun activity. After
all, UMSL has had very little success " beating the goalie" this
year, and Saturday's match against
the Billikens was no exception.
The Rivermen who lost the
annual St. Louis Cup match, 3-1,
were impressive at times Saturday night. They executed several
well-designed plays, especially
on a couple of re-starts in SLU's
end of the field , and had more
than their fair share of opportunities to dent the twine, only to
see most of their attempts foiled
by the efforts of SLU goalkeeper
Pat Baker.
" He was the diffe rence in the
game," said Dallas. Dallas refer-

red to Baker as "the best around, "
and also one of the most proficient goalies at elbowing oppos-'
ing players in the back of the
head.
" He pushed our players a couple oftimes and got away with it,"
Dallas claimed.
Baker also came away smelling like a rose on splendid saves
against Tom Olwig, Mike Pieri
and Paul Horgan among others,
all of whom had chances to score
from point-blank range.
The only time UMSL solved
Baker's superiority in the nets
was when Olwig scored on a
head-ball midway through the
second half. The goal cut SLU's
lead in half, but the Billikens
withstood UMSL's offensive pressure down the stretch and scored
an insurance goal late in the
match to win for the eighth
straight time against the
Ri.v ermen.

More alarming, however, is
the fact that the loss dropped
UMSL's record to 0-2 , marking
the first time the Rivermen have
dropped the first two games of
the season in their 16-year history. The Rivermen have not
played poorly this year; they have
been just a bit unlucky. In the
early season losses to Tulsa and
St. Louis universities, UMSL has
held the advantage in shots , but
has just one goal in each game to
show for its effort.
Dallas must be as frustrated as
his players. His decision to move
fleet striker Lance. Polette to
sweeper didn't exactly work out
like he had hoped. Polette was
switched to the b~ckfield because Dallas felt Polette had the
necessary quickness to help out
just in case SLU's Tom Hayes, no
slowpoke himself, got free in the .
UMSL backfield. As it turned out,

Hayes scored the first two goals
of the game and assisted on the
third, while Polette's absence up
front left a huge void in UMSL's
goal-scoring attack. So much
for strategy.
Fortunately, I'm pleased to
report that Dallas plans to move
Polette back to the forward line
for this weekend's games against
,Xavier and Sam Houston State
universities. Hopefully, Polette,
who scored UMSL's goal in the
season opener, will give UMSL's
offense the lift it needs if the
Rivermen are to continue their
long string of post-season appearances this fall.
And with several tough matches
just around the corner, it's important that the Rivermen win
both games this week and start
moving in the right direction. In
orde r for that to happen, though,
UMSL must start " beating t he
goalie."
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MOVIES
FOR
$25!
Official Vehicle of the U.S. Volleyball Association.

FORD BRONCO II
and the U. S. Volleyball
Team ... A Tough Team
to Beat!

• Twin-Traction
Beam suspension
'for controlled
riding .
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windows and sun
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To get ahea4, you've got to push
the right buttons.
An investment that will never
haunt you.
The HP-12C is a small investment that pays big dividends. Today,
with the grades you'll get and the time
you'll save. And later on, when you're
concerned with that all-important
bottom line. Simply put, the HP-12C
is the most powerful financial calcu"lator made since man learned the .
difference between profi,t and loss.

It knows how to'pinch a penny.
The HP-12C has built-in functions which know the business: the
business of dollars and cents. A unique
logic system gives you reliable answers
fast. It's dependable, powerful, and
best of all; the HP-12C will never
need a Christmas bonus. That's enough
to put a smile, on the Jace of the most
demanding businessman.
So go ahead. Get ahead. Get there

with the HP-12C by Hewlett-Packard.
For the authorized HP dealer or
HP sales ·office nearest you, call TOLL.:
FREE 800-547-3400 and ask foroperator #11 M-F, 6 a.m.-6p.m
Pacific Time. ,
Personal computers and calculators
for professionals on the move.
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Check your campus bookstore or any of the following dealers:

MISSOURI
Rolla
Campus Book Store
205 W 12th St
(314) 364-3710

St Louis
Kel-Don Company, Inc
12741 St. Charles Rock Road
(314) 291-3535
Photo & Sound Company
1970 Congressional Drive
432-7190

Micro Age Computer Store
11413 Olive Blvd
(314) 567-7644

Washington Univ Campus
Store
.
Lindell Ave & Skinker Blvd
(314) 889-5520

